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Abstract 

This paper outlines some linguistic features of narrative texts in Malila, using examples from a corpus of 
non-translated texts. Malila (Ethnologue code [mgq]) is a Bantu language (classified as M24 in the 
Guthrie system) spoken in an area around Ilembo village in southwest Tanzania, near to Mbeya town. 
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A note on the texts 

The account1 presented here is based on a corpus of fourteen narrative texts (ten oral and four written),2 
provided by nine authors and used with their permission. The oral texts were lightly edited to remove 
false starts and other performance errors, but otherwise retain features (such as repetitions and longer 
sentences) which are particular to the medium. The written texts were edited more extensively in the 
process of being made ready for publication in a story book. The texts are referred to here by a title in 
English, such as “Basket”, “Wedding”, etc. 

Examples from the texts are referred to with a number for the sentence and a letter for the clause 
(e.g. 13b) and are presented in chart format. The charts are divided into seven columns: Pre-Nuclear 
Outer (Pre-NO), Pre-Nuclear Inner (Pre-NI), Subject (S), Verb (V), Object/Complement (O/C), Post-
Nuclear Inner (Post-NI) and Post-Nuclear Outer (Post-NO). Table 1 shows which types of constituents 
typically occur in the different columns. 

Table 1. Typical contents of chart columns 

Column Typical content 
Pre-NO Clause place holder of preceding dependent clause 

Noun of direct address 
Interjection 
Preposed constituent 
External topic 

Pre-NI Conjunction 
Relative marker 
Temporal point of departure 

S Subject 
Clause place holder of preceding dependent clause which functions as subject 

V Verb(s) (including any material intervening between main verb and auxiliary) 
Adverb 

O/C Object 
Complement 
Clause place holder of following dependent clause which functions as object 

Post-NI Locative 
Temporal expression 
‘and’ (when followed by phrase not clause), ‘with’, ‘like’ 

Post-NO Clause place holder of following dependent clause 
Ideophone 
Quote marker 
Postposed constituent 

 

A darker line in the charts represents the end of a sentence and a thick black line the end of a 
paragraph. Independent clauses are shown in black, dependent clauses in blue and speech clauses in 
green and underlined. Constituents which have been preposed or postposed are shown in red and two 
red chevrons (>> or <<) are placed in the column from which they have been moved. Clause place 
holders are shown in square brackets and are colored blue or green according to whether they point to 
dependent clauses or speech clauses, respectively. Verbs, demonstratives and pronouns are labeled with 
an abbreviation in parentheses and shown in orange. Table 2 lists the chart labels used. 
 

                                                   
1 Many of the explanations relating to discourse concepts and terminology, the text corpus and the text charting 
conventions are repeated verbatim in the corresponding account of Bena narrative discourse (Eaton 2014), which 
was written by the same author. 
2 Six texts are included in full in the appendices: “Bull”, “Field”, “Ilembo”, “Mbiida” and “Nshoolanyo”. 
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Table 2. Chart labels 

Verbsa Demonstratives and pronouns 
Label Description Label Description 
ANT Present anterior D:Prox Proximal 
PRES General present D:Ref Referential 
HAB Present habitual D:Dist Distal 
PFV Present perfective D:Re.Prox Reduplicated proximal 
PRG Present progressive D:Re.Ref Reduplicated referential 
P1 Near past perfective D:Re.Dist Reduplicated distal 
P1.IPFV Near past imperfective Pro Basic pronoun 
P1.CONS Near past consecutive Pro:Add Additive pronoun 
P2 Far past perfective Pro:Emph Emphatic pronoun 
P2.IPFV Far past imperfective Pro:Obj Objective pronoun 
P2.NAR Far past narrative   
F1 Near future perfective   
F1.IPFV Near future imperfective   
F2 Far future perfective   
F2.IPFV Far future imperfective   
IMP Imperative   
IMP.IPFV Imperative imperfective   
SUBJ Subjunctive perfective   
SUBJ.IPFV Subjunctive imperfective   
SUBJ.ITV Subjunctive itive perfective   
SUBJ.ITV.IPFV Subjunctive itive imperfective   
POT Potential perfective   
a The verb labels reflect an initial analysis of TAM in Malila, which is the subject of ongoing research by the 
author. Not all verb forms shown in the table occur in the text examples discussed in the paper, but they are 
included here in order to show the complete tense-aspect system. 

1 Constituent elements of narrative texts 

1.1 Types of narrative texts 

Ten of the texts are fictional (“Basket”, “Bull”, “Children”, “Field”, “Ilembo”, “Mbiida”, “Millet”, 
“Nshoolanyo”, “Ntumbili” and “Wedding”) and four are true stories (“Journey”, “Lion”, “Thieves” and 
“Tunduma”).3 Three of the four true stories (with the exception of “Lion”) are told from a first person 
perspective and all the other narratives are told from a third person perspective. Table 3 gives a 
summary of each narrative in the corpus. 
 

                                                   
3 Ilembo and Tunduma are place names. Mbiida, Nshoolanyo and Ntumbili are the names of the main characters in 
the respective stories. 
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Table 3. Story summaries of the texts 

Text Summary of story 
Basket A woman helps a man carry a heavy load and he thanks her with a gift of cows. 
Bull People find a bull which has appeared from nowhere. They plan to kill it for food, but 

instead it leads all their cattle into a lake and the cattle die. 
Children A father tells his child to go and herd, but he refuses. He tells a second child to do the 

same and the child agrees. However, it turns out that the first child does go and herd after 
all, and the second child does not. 

Field A man finds money buried in a field and sells his possessions so he can buy the field. He 
becomes a rich man. 

Ilembo Two women talk about how the Ilembo market is killing off their children because it is 
spreading AIDS. 

Journey The narrator describes a journey he used to take to South Africa to work as a miner and 
what happened when he and his companions had new experiences there. 

Lion Some friends take a sick man to hospital on a stretcher and have to go through an area 
where there is a lion. They drop the man and run when they hear the lion roar, but the 
sick man manages to run too and they all escape. 

Mbiida Mbiida is very proud and reluctant to marry. When he finally does marry, the only girl left 
is disabled. 

Millet A man called Samandungwa finds a new kind of millet on the way to Sumbawanga. He 
brings it home with him and lots of people ask him for the seed. People start to call the 
millet Samandungwa, after the person who found it. 

Nshoolanyo Nshoolanyo is very proud and disparages his friends’ wives. He marries a very beautiful 
woman, but she turns out to have a very bad character. Nshoolanyo learns that it would be 
better to have chosen an ugly woman who was good. 

Ntumbili Ntumbili is very lazy and has no possessions. He borrows his friends’ possessions to trick a 
girl from a rich family to marry him. However, once she realizes that he has nothing of his 
own, she leaves him. 

Thieves Thieves break into a house while the narrator and her small child are there. 
Tunduma The narrator tells how he and his friends travelled to Tunduma when they were young and 

got in trouble with the police because one of them was carrying marijuana. 
Wedding A man invites people to his wedding and they all make excuses and do not come. He 

decides to invite passers-by instead. 
 

Of these narratives, nine can be described as ‘climactic’, in which there is a problem or conflict 
which is resolved at the climax of the story. In “Bull”, the people lose their cattle and discover at the 
climax that they have been led to their death by the bull. In “Field”, a man has to find a way to buy the 
field containing the buried money and after selling all his possessions and persuading the owner, he 
finally manages to do so. The problem in “Lion” is that the way to the hospital involves passing by a 
lion. This problem is resolved when all the characters manage to escape without injury. The “Mbiida”, 
“Nshoolanyo” and “Ntumbili” narratives are similar in that each character has a particular personality 
trait or attitude which makes finding a wife difficult. The resolution in “Mbiida” and “Nshoolanyo” 
involves the main character marrying an unsuitable woman and learning a lesson. In “Ntumbili”, the 
main character manages to marry a suitable woman, but his happiness is short-lived as she leaves him. In 
“Thieves”, there is conflict between the woman and the child in the house and the thieves who break in. 
It is resolved when the thieves leave. In “Tunduma”, the problem is caused by the travellers not knowing 
the town and being tricked by bad people who take them to the police. The problem becomes worse 
when the police discover one of the travellers has marijuana on him and is resolved when the police 
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have mercy on them and let them go. The problem for the main character in “Wedding” is that everyone 
he invites refuses to come to his wedding. He resolves this by inviting passers-by instead. 

The remaining five narratives in the corpus can be described as ‘episodic’, as they describe a series 
of related events rather than a problem or conflict. Two of these narratives contain quite extensive 
sections of expository material, which are framed by narrative sections. “Ilembo” is structured as a 
narrative which relates a conversation between several characters. The theme of the text is described in 
the reported speech and the narrator is largely limited to short clauses which introduce the speeches (5a 
‘she continued to talk’, 7a ‘she said’, 12a ‘she interrupted’). “Journey” is a first person account of a 
journey which the narrator used to take regularly and mixes expository sections describing the journey 
in general terms and narrative sections which describe the events of a particular journey. 

1.2 Structure of narrative texts 

Climactic narrative texts are usually structured in sections which have particular functions. Typically, the 
narrative begins with an orientation section which introduces the major participants and sets the scene 
(e.g. time and place) for the story which is to follow. This section may also contain a mention of the 
story’s theme or purpose. Following the orientation section, we usually find an inciting episode which 
sets in motion the events of the story. This is followed by developmental episodes which develop the 
conflict or problem, culminating in a peak episode which brings the story to a climax. After the peak 
episode, there may be a denouement which resolves the tension and then a conclusion containing a 
concluding statement, such as the moral of the story. 

Table 4 shows how this structure can be seen in five of the climactic texts from the corpus. The 
numbers in the table refer to the sentence numbers in the texts.4 

Table 4. Sections in climactic narrative texts 

Section Bull Field Lion Mbiida Nshoolanyo 
Orientation 
section 

1a–e 1a 1–2 1–4 1–3 

Inciting 
episode 

1f 1b 3 5 4–5 

Developmental 
episodes 

2–4 
5–8  
9–14  
15  
16–18 

2–4  
5–7  
8–11  
12–13 

4–5  
6–9  
10–12  
13–14  
15 

6–8  
9–13  
14–17  
18–22  
23–25 

6–10  
11–15  
  

Peak episode(s) 19–21  
22–25  
26–27 

14–15 16–18  
19–20 

26 16–20  
21–29 

Denouement 28 16–18 21 27–29 30–32 
Conclusion  19 22 30–31 33 

 

The next table describes the structure of one of these texts in more detail. 
 

                                                   
4 Note that in “Bull” and “Field”, the orientation section and inciting episode are contained within the first sentence. 
These are both oral texts and the punctuation used in the transcription reflects the intonation of the storyteller. Were 
these texts to be edited for the written format, sentence breaks would be added at the section breaks. 
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Table 5. Description of sections in “Lion” 

Section Sentences Description 
Orientation 
section 

1–2 A certain village was very far away from a hospital. 

Inciting 
episode 

3 One day a person becomes very ill. 

Developmental 
episodes 

4–5  The sick person is examined and his companions realize it is 
necessary to take him to hospital. 

6–9 Background information about the location of the hospital and 
the difficulty of the route to it, which crosses through an area 
where there are lions. 

10–12 The sick person’s companions tie him to a stretcher and start 
out on their journey. 

13–14 They reach the area where the lions are and have to think hard 
about how to cross through it. 

15 Background information about how the lion was the animal 
which scared them most. 

Peak episodes 16–18  They hear a lion roaring, drop the sick person and run away 
very fast! 

 19–20 The sick person unties himself and runs away too! 
Denouement 21 The companions think maybe the lion has eaten the sick 

person, but then they find him and realize he had run away 
even faster than they had and reached safety before them. 

Conclusion 22 Everyone is surprised. 

1.3 Linguistic features in Malila narrative texts 

1.3.1 Orientation section 

Orientation sections typically begin with the introduction of major participants using a presentation 
formula which consists of a locative verb and a postposed subject followed by the modifier –mo ‘certain, 
one’. 
 

(1) Wedding 1a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1a   >> Álɨɨpo (P2)    umuntu ʉmo  
he.was.there  person certain 

1b   --- áamɨlɨ (P2)   nu weeji   
he.was with wedding 

There was a certain person, he had a wedding. 
 

In longer orientation sections, the major participants are usually referred to after their introduction by 
means of verbal affixes, but a referential demonstrative may also be used (see, for example, Mbiida 3). 

It is also common for information which is particularly relevant to the story as a whole to be 
introduced in the orientation section, as can be seen here in clause 1b. The example above is from an 
oral text. The same formula can be seen in the written texts, such as in the following example: 
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(2) Nshoolanyo 1a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

1a   >> Álɨɨpo (P2)    umuntu ʉmo  
he.was.there  person certain 

1b   --- áamɨlɨ (P2)   nɨ baado ɨpɨtɨ nɨmfwa 
he.was with pride big very 

There was a certain person, he was very proud. 
 

In some Bantu languages, it is common for the story theme to be presented in a relative clause, but in 
Malila (both in oral and written texts), the theme is typically presented in an independent clause, as 
shown in the two examples above. 

Orientation sections usually use the far past perfective (P2) for main clauses, but may also use the 
present progressive to frame the narrative with reference to the present, as in the next example. 
 

(3) Lion 1a–2 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S  V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

1a [Ɨmandɨ kʉlʉsalo ʉkwo she  
(D:Ref)  

--- ɨnkwɨmvwa]  
(PRG)  

   

long.ago back there as  I.hear 
1b [1a]   --- bhakʉtɨ (PRG)    [1c]  

they.say  
1c   [ishijiiji shimo  sháalɨ (P2)  apatali nɨmfwa nɨ sɨpɨtaale]  

village certain it.was far very from hospital 
2 Ihuduma inyinji nɨmfwa  zyálɨ (P2)   ukutali ni vijiiji   

services many very  they.were far from villages 
 I hear long ago they say a certain village was very far from the hospital. Very many services were far from 
villages. 

1.3.2 Inciting episode 

The start of the inciting episode is often marked by the use of the temporal point of departure isiku limo 
‘one day’ and the first use of the far past narrative tense. The following example is typical: 
 

(4) Lion 3a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

3a  Pe isiku limo  umuntu ʉmo  akhabhina sana (P2.NAR)     
then day one person certain he.was.ill very.much 

3b   --- akhabhina (P2.NAR)     
he.was.ill  

Then one day a certain person was very ill, he was ill. 
 

Another linguistic feature which can be found at the start of an inciting episode is the thematic 
development marker pe ‘then’, as seen here, and also in Mbiida 5 below. 

The example above is slightly unusual as it also contains the introduction of the major participant 
umuntu ʉmo ‘certain person’, which would more commonly take the form illustrated in examples (1) and 
(2). If, as is more common, a major participant has already been introduced, this participant may be 
referred to by verbal affixes or by name, as shown below: 
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(5) Mbiida 5 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

5 Pe uMbiida
  

 amanha gaakwe aga kwega 
ʉmʉshɨ  

gakhafikha (P2.NAR)  

then Mbiida  years his of to.take wife  they.arrived 
Then for Mbiida, the time to take a wife came. 
 

Typically, the first main verb of the inciting episode is the far past narrative, as in the example 
above. Often, this is the first use of the far past narrative in the text as a whole because it is not usual for 
an orientation section to contain this verb form. 

1.3.3 Developmental episodes 

Developmental episodes may start in a variety of ways, but three features in particular can be noted. 
One, which is most prevalent in the oral texts, is the use of tail-head linkage (see section 3.1). 
 

(6) Bull 1f–2a 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

1f   --- yábhalile (P2)   pa muntu ʉmo  
it.went  to person certain 

2a  [We  >> yaabhala (PFV)   pa muntu ʉyo (D:Ref)  nyilu fii mpɨtɨ]  
when it.went to person that black very big 

…it went to a certain person. When it, the very big black one, had gone to that person… 
 

Clause 2a starts a new development episode by repeating the information of the end of the previous 
sentence in a temporal relative clause. A second common way to start a new developmental episode 
(which is not backgrounded information) is with the thematic development marker pe ‘then’: 
 

(7) Bull 15a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

15a  Pe  --- yɨkhʉʉsa (P2.NAR)  ɨng'ombe zyonti zyonti zyonti zyonti  [15b]  
then  it.gathered cows all all all all 

15b  [zye  --- bháalɨ (P2)   nazyo]   
which  they.were with.them 

Then it gathered all the cows which they had. 
 

See also Bull 5a and 9a. Thirdly, major participants may be referred to by name at the start of a new 
developmental episode, if the new episode coincides with a change of sentence topic. See, for example, 
Nshoolanyo 6a and Mbiida 14a.  

In terms of tense and aspect, the most common verb form in developmental episodes is the far past 
narrative, but the far past imperfective can be used if the events being described happen repeatedly or 
habitually. Some of the oral texts use the present perfective instead of or as well as the far past narrative 
(see section 5.2). 
 

(8) Mbiida 14a–b 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO 

14a   UMbiida  akhatɨnjɨ (P2.IPFV)    [14b]  
Mbiida  he.was.saying 

14b   [--- Ɨnshɨɨlɨ kʉkʉla] (PRES)    
I.am.still to.grow  

Mbiida would say, “I am still growing.” 
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1.3.4 Peak episode 

Peak episodes in the oral texts are commonly marked by the repetition of clauses. 
 

(9) Bull 24a–c 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

24a   --- Bhakhazyʉngʉʉla (P2.NAR)     
they.went.around  

24b   --- bhakhazyʉngʉʉla (P2.NAR)     
they.went.around  

24c fwanɨ   >> zibhalile (ANT)   mu shizibha  zyonti  
gosh  they.have.gone in lake all 

They went around and around, gosh, they had all gone into the lake. 
 

Further examples in the same text can be seen in 20a–b, 22c and 23b, and 27b–c. This kind of repetition 
is not a feature of the written texts in the corpus. 

There are no particular verb forms associated with peak episodes, other than those used for 
emphasis (see section 9.2). Similarly, the text corpus does not suggest there are specific linguistic 
features to do with participant reference which are particular to peak episodes, but it is common to see 
the emphatic marking of participants, such as the use of the ‘emphatic particle’ nyeene (Kutsch Lojenga 
2009:7). 

1.3.5 Denouement 

The denouement of some narratives in the corpus consists of a summary of the main events of the story, 
as in Field 16–18. Other narratives have a denouement which describes the events which followed as a 
consequence of the climax of the story, as in Lion 21. Another function of the denouement is for the 
narrator to add his perspective to the events, as in the following example: 
 

(10) Mbiida 27a–d 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

27a   --- Ge (PRES)  mayɨmba  kwa muntu [27b]   
they.are  sufferings for person 

27b  [we  --- akʉyɨlola (PRG)    kʉtɨ] [27c]  
who  he.sees.himself that 

27c   [--- --- mwinza]    
handsome  

27d   abhanjɨ  bhatangabha (PRES)  ɨnza weene (Pro)   
others  they.are.not like him 

These are the sufferings for a person who sees himself as handsome and that others are not like him. 
 

In Nshoolanyo 30–32, the denouement consists of the main character giving a speech which shows how 
the events of the story have changed him. 

The text corpus does not suggest that there are any particular linguistic features associated with 
these different types of denouement. 

1.3.6 Conclusion 

The conclusions of the Malila texts in the corpus tend either to summarize the outcome of the events of 
the story (e.g. Field 19) or put forward the narrator’s perspective on these events in some way (e.g. 
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Tunduma 31). If the story has a moral, this is introduced with the phrase Akhapango ɨkha 
khakʉtʉmanyɨzya kʉtɨ/kutiishi ‘This story teaches us that…’. 
 

(11) Basket 18 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

18a   Akhapango ɨkha 
(D:Prox)  

khakʉtʉmanyɨzya (PRG)  kutiishi [18b]  

story this it.teaches.us  that 
18b [abhamwɨtʉ  anga pe  << bhalɨ (ANT)   nu muzigo]   

our.companion  if then they.are  with burden 
18c   [--- tʉbhavwaje] (SUBJ.IPFV)  

we.should.help.them  
This story teaches us that if our companions have burdens, we should help them. 
 

The word kutiishi is a contraction of kʉtɨ ‘that’ and ishi ‘now, thus’. It only occurs in the oral texts in the 
corpus. 

2 Paragraphs 

Paragraphs are used to mark the thematic units of a text. Paragraph breaks tend to co-occur with 
discontinuities of time, place, participants or action. That is, when there is a jump forwards or backwards 
in time, a paragraph break is appropriate. It is also usual to start a new paragraph when the action 
moves abruptly from one location to another. (If the movement is gradual (e.g. a character is on a 
journey), a paragraph break may not be necessary). Similarly, if the cast of participants suddenly 
changes, this normally coincides with a paragraph break. Finally, paragraph breaks are used when the 
action changes from narrated events to speech, or vice versa, or there is an abrupt change of theme or 
information. Paragraph breaks can be characterized by more than one type of continuity at once. The 
next section illustrates the relationship between paragraph breaks and discontinuities with reference to 
the “Ilembo” text. 

2.1 Paragraphs in “Ilembo” 

Paragraph 1 (1) is part of the orientation section. This section introduces (though not by name) the first 
two major participants and sets out the story theme of how the Ilembo market is ‘finishing off all our 
children’. Paragraph 2 (2–3) is also part of the orientation section. It gives the location of the story, the 
names of the participants and the event (a funeral) which has led to their choice of conversation theme. 
The paragraph break therefore marks a discontinuity of information, in that there is a move from the 
general to the specific. 

Paragraph 3 (4–5) marks the beginning of the dialogue and thus represents a discontinuity of 
action. Sakolima speaks during this paragraph and then Sankonya speaks during Paragraph 4 (7–9). 
Paragraph 5 (10–15) contains speeches by both participants. There is more continuity between the two 
speeches in this paragraph as the second speaker interrupts the first (12a) to continue with the same 
topic. 

Paragraph 6 (16–18) marks both a discontinuity of action and one of participants. That is, the 
action switches from a dialogue to a passage of narration and a new major participant, Mwende, is 
introduced (16c). Mwende’s speech forms paragraph 7 (19–23). In paragraph 8 (24–28), Sakolima and 
Sankonya speak together and respond to Mwende. 

Finally, paragraph 9 (29) is the conclusion of the story in which the narrator exhorts the readers to 
run to God. The change from a speech to the narrator’s commentary requires a paragraph break. 
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2.2 Points of departure 

In order to smooth the discontinuities of a narrative, a language may use a ‘point of departure’ to bridge 
two sections. Thus the point of departure both links back to what has gone before and points ahead to 
what will come. In order to function as a point of departure, the phrase or clause in question must occur 
initially in a sentence (not counting a conjunction or an interjection, which may precede it). The 
following sections look at three types of point of departure: referential, temporal and spatial. 

2.2.1 Referential points of departure 

Referential points of departure are common in the text corpus. The NP which is functioning as a point of 
departure usually includes a distal demonstrative and may consist of any preposed constituent, including 
a preposed object. 
 

(12) Millet 17 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

17 Basi imbeyu yɨɨla 
(D:Dist)  

bhakhanda kʉlaabha (P2.NAR)  << kwa Samandʉngwa  

well seed that they.started to.ask.for  from Samandungwa 
Well, that seed, they started to ask for it from Samandungwa. 
 

The example above illustrates a referential point of departure which is also a sentence topic (see section 
6.2). Referential points of departure which are not also sentence topics are not common in the text 
corpus, but a few examples can be found in the oral texts, such as in Tunduma 22c and 25a, and in the 
following: 
 

(13) Basket 16 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V  O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO 

16 Pe umuntu ʉla (D:Dist)  ɨng'ombe ziila  zɨkhanyaama  
(P2.NAR)  

 pakhaaya paala  
(D:Dist)  

 

then person that cows those they.gave.birth at.home there 
Then as for that person, those cows gave birth there at home. 
 

This device can also be called an ‘external topic’ as the phrase functioning as the point of departure is 
external to the nucleus of the clause. This contrasts with those points of departure which correspond to 
the grammatical subject or object of a sentence, as in examples (12) and (13). 

2.2.2 Temporal points of departure 

The texts also contain some examples of temporal points of departure. The phrase isiku limo ‘one day’ 
typically occurs as a temporal point of departure at the beginning of the main event line, after an initial 
backgrounded section. The following example illustrates this: 
 

(14) Lion 3a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

3a  Pe isiku limo  umuntu ʉmo  akhabhina sana (P2.NAR)     
then day one person certain he.was.ill very.much 

3b   --- akhabhina (P2.NAR)     
he.was.ill  

Then one day a certain person was very ill, he was ill. 
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Other temporal points of departure consist of a relative clause indicating the time at which a participant 
performs a certain action. 
 

(15) Children 12a–d 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

12a [Pe uyise ʉla 
(D:Dist)  

we  << akwinza] (PRG)     

then father that when he.comes 
12b [12a]   --- akhaaga (P2.NAR)  [12c–12d]    

he.found  
12c [ʉmwana  we  << amiitishile (P1)     

child  who he.agreed 
12d  [we  --- atabhalile khaala kudiima]  

who  he.did.not.go at.all to.herd 
Then when that father came, he found the child who agreed, did not go at all to herd. 
 

In the oral texts, it is common to find a relative clause which functions as a temporal point of departure 
by repeating the information contained within the previous clause. This device is called ‘tail-head 
linkage’. 
 

(16) Millet 4a–5b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

4a  [We  --- aabhala (PFV)   kʉ 
Sʉmbʉwanga kʉnʉʉkwo] (D:Re.Ref)
  

when  he.went to Sumbawanga right.there 
4b [4a]   --- akhawaaga  

(P2.NAR)  
uwulezi wʉmo  pɨ dala   

he.found.it  millet certain on road 
5a  [We  --- awaaga (PFV)  uwulezi wʉnʉʉwo 

(D:Re.Ref)  
pɨ dala]   

when  he.found.it millet that on road 
5b [5a]   --- akhasʉngʉkha sana (P2.NAR)  

he.desired.it very.much  
When he had gone there to Sumbawanga, he found some particular millet on the road. When he had found that 
millet on the road, he desired it very much. 

2.2.3 Spatial points of departure 

Spatial points of departure tend to be either demonstrative pronouns or noun phrases containing 
demonstrative modifiers. The demonstratives used are usually from the referential or distal series and 
may be reduplicated. (Most of the examples of reduplicated demonstratives in the text corpus are from 
noun classes 16 to 18 and refer to key locations in the narratives.) An example of a spatial point of 
departure which is a noun phrase containing a demonstrative modifier follows: 
 

(17) Tunduma 15a–16b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

15a  Pe  --- atʉlema (PFV)  ɨtwe (Pro)   
then he.grabbed.us us 
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  
15b   --- atʉtwala (PFV)   mu polisi   

he.took.us  in police  
16a Ishi  mu polisi muula pe (D:Dist)  bhaatala (PFV)    kʉtɨ [16b]  

now  there in police then they.started to.say 
16b   [--- Mufumile (ANT)  kwino]   

you(pl).have.come.from  where 
Then he grabbed us and took us into the police station. Now there in the police station, then they started saying, 
“Where have you come from?” 
 

Here the NP mu polisi ‘in the police station’ is first mentioned in 15b and then repeated as a point of 
departure at the beginning of 16a together with a distal demonstrative. 

3 Connectives 

The most common way of co-ordinating sentences in the Malila narratives in the corpus is simply by 
juxtaposition. That is, most sentences are co-ordinated without the use of connectives. When a 
connective is used, the two most common choices are the class 14 relative pronoun we ‘when, after’ or 
the class 16 relative pronoun pe ‘then’. The first of these introduces a temporal relative clause, whereas 
the second introduces a main clause. These connectives are considered in the next two sections. The 
third section illustrates the use of the less common connectives in Malila. 

3.1 Temporal connective: class 14 relative pronoun we ‘when, after’ 

The function of a temporal relative clause using the class 14 relative pronoun depends on the TAM of the 
verb contained within it. This verb is usually either present perfective or present progressive. Its time 
reference depends on that of the main clause on which the relative clause is dependent and therefore in 
narratives, present tense verb forms in temporal relative clauses are often understood as having a past 
time reference. The choice between the present perfective and present progressive depends on the 
relationship between the action of the relative clause and the action of the main clause which follows. 
The present perfective is used when the action of the verb is completed before the action of the verb in 
the following clause starts, as in the following example: 
 

(18) Lion 10a–11b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S  V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO 

10a Basi abhantʉ bhaala  
(D:Dist)  

 --- ikhabiidi  
(P2.NAR)  

   

well people those it.was.necessary  
10b   << bhapinye  

(SUBJ)  
umuntu ʉla  
(D:Dist)  

mwi pagali   

they.should.tie  person that on stretcher  
11a  [We  --- bhamupinya (PFV)   mwi pagali]   

when  they.tied.him on stretcher 
11b basi [11a]   --- bhakhanda kʉshʉʉla  

(P2.NAR)  
nawo kʉmʉtwala kʉ 
sɨpɨtaale  

well  they.started to.journey with.him to.take.him to 
hospital 

Well, those people, it was necessary that they should tie that person to the stretcher. When they had tied him to 
the stretcher, well, they started to journey with him to take him to the hospital. 
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If the verb in the relative clause is in the present progressive form, the event it describes happens 
simultaneously with that described in the main clause. 
 

(19) Millet 8–9b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

8   --- Akhavwogola (P2.NAR)     
he.harvested 

9a  [We  --- akʉvwogola (PRG)   paala kumo] (D:Dist)  
when  he.harvests there over.there  

9b [9a]   --- akhalongaga (P2.IPFV)     
he.was.saying 

He harvested. As he was harvesting over there, he would say… 
 

The two examples above involve tail-head linkage, but not all examples of sentence-initial temporal 
relative clauses do so. The following example illustrates this. 
 

(20) Bull 21a–22c 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

21a Mu shizibha muula  
ishizibha shiila  
(D:Dist)  

 ɨbhanda  likhatupukha (P2.NAR)     

in lake that lake that blood  it.bubbled.up  
21b   << shikhabhoola (P2.NAR)     

it.slaughtered 
22a  [We  abheneesho  bhakʉbhala kwanza] (PRG)  

when  wealthy.ones they.go to.search 
22b [22a]   kila muntu  akhatɨnjɨ (P2.IPFV)    [22c]  

each person  he.was.saying 
22c [Ɨne (Pro)  ɨng'ombe  naazimo] (PRES)    

I  cows they.are.not.in.here 
In that lake, that lake, the blood bubbled up, it (the lake) slaughtered them. As the wealthy ones were going to 
search, each person was saying, “My cows are not in here.” 
 

Here the relative clause in 22a does not repeat any information from the previous clause. Instead it 
simply shows how the actions of the verbs in 22a and 22b happen simultaneously. 

The use of the class 14 relative pronoun as a temporal connective is more common in the oral texts 
than the written texts as its specific use in tail-head linkage is common in the former type of text and 
does not occur in the latter. 

3.2 Thematic development marker: class 16 relative pronoun pe ‘then’ 

The class 16 relative pronoun pe ‘then’ is often used to mark thematic developments. Table 6 shows its 
occurrence in the “Bull” narrative. 
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Table 6. Pe ‘then’ in “Bull” 

Reference English translation 
5a Then that bull, when they realized it was staying, they said thus… 
9a Then that beer, they contributed it, they contributed millet, they made beer. 
15a Then it (the bull) gathered all the cows which they had. 
19 Then right there that bull led all the cows, all the children and the other bulls right over 

there, clop, clop. 
25a Then when they went to look, they found the hoof prints leading into the lake. 
26 Then they started to pray to the ancestral spirits. 
 
Sentences 5, 9 and 15 coincide with the start of developmental episodes and sentences 19 and 26 are the 
initial sentences in two of the three peak episodes of the story. The oral texts contain approximately 
three times as many occurrences of the relative pronoun pe as a connective compared to the written 
texts. The association of the pronoun with thematic development tends to be clearer in written texts, 
where it is used more sparingly. The pronoun is never used in backgrounded sections in the text corpus, 
which fits with its analysis as a thematic development marker. 

3.3 Other connectives 

There are very few examples of other kinds of connective in the text corpus. The adverb khabhɨlɨ ‘also, 
again’, occurs four times and in two of those occurrences it functions as an inter-sentential connective: 
 

(21) Lion 7a–8 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

7a  [Pe mwe  --- bhatɨjende (F1)   muula (D:Dist)   
then where  they.will.walk in.there 

7b   [7a]  mwálɨ (P2)  ɨtata    
in.there.was  bush 

8 Khabhɨlɨ   ɨnsama zyope 
(Pro:Add)  

zyálɨɨpo (P2)   mwɨ tata liila (D:Dist)  

also  lions and.they they.were.there in bush that 
Then in there where they will walk, it was bush. Also, lions were in that bush. 
 

(22) Thieves 15a–16c 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

15a   --- Natɨ (PFV)    [15b]  
I.said  

15b   [--- Naalekha (PFV) bhataata]    
I.left  fathers 

16a  Khabhɨlɨ winza  --- ɨnkʉtɨ (PRG)    [16b–16c]  
also again I.say 

16b   [--- Impukusanye (SUBJ)    
I.should.shake  

16c   --- maanyi ɨntɨbhʉlɨ] (SUBJ)     
I.do.not.know I.should.do.what  

I said, “I have left the fathers.” And again I say, “I should shake, I don’t know what I should do.” 
 

The Swahili connective lakini ‘but’ is found in the “Millet” text (28), but there are also examples in the 
corpus of the equivalent Malila connective, ɨleelo. 
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(23) Nshoolanyo 31a–32b 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

31a  Poope  --- abhe (SUBJ) mwilu tika   
even  she.should.be black very (ideo.) 

31b   --- abhe (SUBJ)   ni lyiso lyeka   
she.should.be with eye one 

31c  poope  --- abhe (SUBJ)  ni nshende mansɨ   
even  she.should.be with gap though 

32a  Ɨleelo  ɨnjendo zyakwe  ---  ɨnge nyinza   
but  actions her if good  

32b   ʉyo (D:Ref) we (PRES) mʉshɨ]    
that she.is wife 

Even if she should be very black, is she should have one eye, even if she should have a gap in her teeth. But if 
her actions are good, that one is indeed a wife. 
 

This example also contains two occurrences of the connective poope ‘even, if’. 
The Swahili word basi ‘then, so, well’ occurs ten times in the text corpus. In some examples it 

clearly marks the resumption of the theme line, after a section of either backgrounded material or direct 
speech. Example (24) illustrates the first of those two types of resumption. 
 

(24) Lion 9–10b 
 Pre-NI Pre-NI  S  V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

9 Ɨvɨkhanʉ ɨshɨkholo nɨ shɨkholo vwonti  vwálɨɨpo (P2)   mwɨ tata muula (D:Dist)  
animals kind and kind all  they.were.there in bush that 

10a Basi abhantʉ bhaala (D:Dist) --- ikhabiidi (P2.NAR)    
well people those it.was.necessary 

10b   << bhapinye 
 (SUBJ)  

umuntu ʉla  
(D:Dist)  

mwi pagali   

they.should.tie  that person on stretcher 
All kinds of animals were there in that bush. Well, those people, it was necessary that they should tie that person 
to the stretcher. 
 

Sentence 9 is backgrounded (note the far past tense of the verb) and contains explanatory information 
for the story. The theme line of the story resumes in 10a with the switch to the narrative tense and the 
occurrence of the sentence-initial connective basi.  

The next example shows the resumption of the theme line by means of the connective basi after an 
extended period of dialogue (starting at sentence 13). 
 

(25) Millet 16c–17 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

16c Mʉlʉngʉ   --- intakwibha wiibha khaala (PRG) 
God  I.do.not.steal steal at.all 

16d   --- ɨnkwega (PRG) mbeyu]    
I.take seed 

17 Basi imbeyu yɨɨla (D:Dist)  bhakhanda kʉlaabha (P2.NAR)  << kwa Samandʉngwa  
well seed that they.started to.ask.for from Samandungwa  

“God, I’m not stealing at all, I’m taking the seed.” Well, that seed, they started to ask for it from Samandungwa. 
 

All the examples of the connective basi are found in the oral texts. As the word is Swahili and not Malila, 
if it occurs in the first draft of a written text, it tends to be removed during the editing process. 
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In one example, the resumption of the theme line is indicated by the use of niishi ‘and now’. 
 

(26) Lion 15a–16e 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S  V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

15a [Ɨshɨkhanʉ ɨsha kwanda she  --- bháshituuyile nhaanɨ (P2)  <<]    
animal of first which  they.feared very.much 

15b   [15a]  ye (PRES)  nsama    
it.is  lion 

16a [Niishi  we  --- bhakʉjenda] (PRG)     
and.now when they.walk 

16b [16a]   --- bhakhafikha (P2.NAR)   amahali pamʉ   
they.arrived  place certain 

16c  pe  ɨnsama  yikhabhuusa (P2.NAR)     
then  lion it.roared 

16d   --- yɨkhatama (P2.NAR)     
it.cried  

16e   --- yɨkhatama (P2.NAR)     
it.cried  

The animal which they feared the most was the lion. And now when they walked, they arrived at a certain 
place, then the lion roared, it cried and cried. 

4 Participant reference 

Participant reference is the system of introducing and then tracking the participants in a text. In Malila 
texts, participants can be referred to by a personal name (e.g. ‘Mbiida’), a descriptive phrase (e.g. 
‘thieves’), a relative clause (e.g. ‘the child who agreed’), a noun phrase containing a demonstrative (e.g. 
‘that man’), an independent pronoun (e.g. ‘he’) or simply by agreement on the verb. The next three 
sections consider these options in relation to different types of participant reference: introduction, 
reactivation and further reference. The fourth section looks at the different types of pronouns in the 
Malila language. 

4.1 Introduction of participants 

In the folk tales of the text corpus, the most common way for major participants to be introduced into a 
new mental representation is following a locative verb (see examples (1) and (2) in section 1.3.1). When 
a major participant is introduced into an existing mental representation, it is also commonly introduced 
in a post-verbal position. 
 

(27) Bull 1d–f 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

1d   [>> yálɨɨpo (P2)    ɨnhambakʉ]  
it.was.there  bull 

1e   --- yáfumile (P2)   mʉ nsɨ   
it.came.from in country  

1f   --- yábhalile (P2)   pa muntu ʉmo  
it.went to person certain 

…a bull was there, it had come from the country and went to a certain person. 
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In clause 1f, the major participant ‘a certain person’ is introduced in a post-verbal locative phrase. In the 
next example, a major participant is introduced in a ‘with’ phrase, also post-verbally. 
 

(28) Basket 3a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V  O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO 

3a   --- Akhakhomaana (P2.NAR)   nu muntu ʉmo   
he.met  with person certain 

3b   --- akhamʉposhela (P2.NAR)     
he.received.him  

He met with a certain person, he received him. 
 

In both of the previous examples, the participants in question are marked as thematically salient by the 
modifier -mo ‘certain, one’. This quantifier is also used for salient props, as in the next example (the 
millet introduced in 4b is crucial the narrative): 
 

(29) Millet 4a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

4a  [We  --- aabhala (PFV)   kʉ 
Sʉmbʉwanga kʉnʉʉkwo] (D:Re.Ref)  

when  he.went to Sumbawanga right.there 
4b [4a]   --- akhawaaga (P2.NAR)  uwulezi wʉmo  pɨ dala   

he.found.it millet certain on road 
When he had gone there to Sumbawanga, he found some particular millet on the road. 
 

The text corpus contains no examples of minor participants being introduced into a new mental 
representation. When a minor participant is introduced into an existing mental representation, it often 
appears post-verbally, as in the following example, where the minor participant ‘his children’ is 
introduced as the object of the verb: 
 

(30) Basket 11a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V  O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO 

11a [Pe umuntu ʉla  
(D:Dist)  

we  << aafikha (PFV)   pakhaaya]   

then person that when he.arrived home 
11b [11a]   --- akhabhabhʉʉzya  

(P2.NAR)  
abhaana bhaakwe   kʉtɨ  

[11c–12b]  
he.told.them children his that 

Then when that person had arrived home, he told his children that… 
 

4.2 Reactivation of participants after an absence 

The default way of reactivating a major participant after an absence is by means of a NP with a distal 
demonstrative which follows the noun. In the following example, both ‘those people’ and ‘that person’ 
are reactivated in this way: 
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(31) Lion 10a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S  V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO 

10a Basi abhantʉ bhaala  
(D:Dist)  

 --- ikhabiidi  
(P2.NAR)  

   

well people those it.was.necessary  
10b   << bhapinye  

(SUBJ)  
umuntu ʉla  
(D:Dist)  

mwi pagali   

they.should.tie  person that on stretcher  
Well, those people, it was necessary that they should tie that person to the stretcher.  
 

See also Lion 17a and 19 and Bull 10c and 19. In contrast, minor participants tend to be reactivated 
simply by means of an affix on the verb (e.g. Millet 17) or by a NP without any demonstratives (e.g. Bull 
22a). 

4.3 Further reference to active participants 

The default way of continuing to refer to active participants is by means of verbal affixes, as in this 
example. 
 

(32) Lion 10a–11b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S  V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO 

10a Basi abhantʉ bhaala  
(D:Dist)  

 --- ikhabiidi  
(P2.NAR)  

   

well people those it.was.necessary  
10b   << bhapinye  

(SUBJ)  
umuntu ʉla  
(D:Dist)  

mwi pagali   

they.should.tie  person that on stretcher  
11a  [We  --- bhamupinya (PFV)   mwi pagali]   

when  they.tied.him on stretcher 
11b basi [11a]   --- bhakhanda kʉshʉʉla  

(P2.NAR)  
nawo kʉmʉtwala kʉ 
sɨpɨtaale  

well  they.started to.journey with.him to.take.him to 
hospital 

Well, those people, it was necessary that they should tie that person to the stretcher. When they had tied him to 
the stretcher, well, they started to journey with him to take him to the hospital. 
 

The people referred to by a NP in 10a are referred to by subject morphemes in the verb in the following 
clauses. The person referred to by a NP in 10b is then referred to by object morphemes in the verb in the 
next two clauses. It is also possible for an active participant or prop to be referred to with a reduplicated 
demonstrative (referential or distal), as in the next example: 
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(33) Millet 4a–5b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

4a  [We  --- aabhala (PFV)   kʉ 
Sʉmbʉwanga kʉnʉʉkwo] (D:Re.Ref)  

when  he.went to Sumbawanga right.there 
4b [4a]   --- akhawaaga (P2.NAR)  uwulezi wʉmo  pɨ dala   

he.found.it certain millet  on the road 
5a  [We  --- awaaga (PFV)  uwulezi wʉnʉʉ

wo  
(D:Re.Ref)  

pɨ dala]   

when  he.found.it millet that on road 
5b [5a]   --- akhasʉngʉkha sana (P2.NAR)  

he.desired.it very.much  
When he had gone there to Sumbawanga, he found some particular millet on the road. When he had found that 
millet on the road, he desired it very much. 
 

The millet which is introduced in clause 4b is referred to again in the next clause by a reduplicated 
referential demonstrative. See also 6c and 7 in the same text. 

When a referent switches from a subject role to an object one, or vice versa, a NP can be used for 
the referent.  
 

(34) Children 15b–16b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

15b  [we  uyise  ámʉsontelezɨɨzye khabhɨlɨ] (P2)  
who  father he.sent.him again 

15c   [15b]  áyitishile (P2)     
he.agreed  

15d  ɨleelo  --- átabhalile (P2)     
but  he.did.not.go 

16a   --- Ɨkhabhonekha (P2.NAR)     
it.looked.like  

16b ʉwa kwanda  pe  << akʉmwɨmvwa (PRG)  uyise    
the first then he.hears.him  father 

…the one whom the father sent again agreed, but he did not go. It looked like the first one heard the father… 
 

The participant which is the subject of 15c is referred to by the relative clause 15b. This participant is 
the object of 16b, and the object of 15b is the subject of 16b. Both participants are referred to in 16b by 
NPs. 

If there is a switch of subject from one participant to another and the second is the addressee of a 
speech from the first participant, then participant reference can be by verb affix only, even if both 
participants are of the same person and number. 
 

(35) Field 6a–7c 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

6a   Umuntu ʉla (D:Dist)  atɨ (PFV)    [6b–6d]  
person that he.said 

6b [Ishi ishiizi shiila 
(D:Dist) 

 --- ɨntagakazya (POT) <<   

now field that I.cannot.sell  
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 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 
6c  she  ʉmaayɨ  ándesheeye (P2)    

because  mother she.left.to.me 
6d  she  ʉbaaba nʉ maayɨ  bhándesheeye] (P2)    

because  father and mother they.left.to.me 
7a   --- Atɨ (PFV)    [7b–7c]  

he.said  
7b [Kha muntuwe   --- ɨnkʉlaabha (PRG) 

not.so my.friend  I.ask 
7c   --- ɨnkale] (SUBJ)    

I.should.buy  
That person said, “Now that field, I cannot sell it, because mother left it to me, because father and mother left it 
to me.” He said, “Not so, my friend, I ask, let me buy it.” 
 

In this example, the subject of 7a is not the same as the subject of 6a, but as it is the addressee of 6a, the 
switch of subject is understood. 

4.4 Pronouns 

As it is possible for verbal affixes to satisfy the subject and/or object requirements of a verb in Malila, 
the use of independent pronouns is only required under specific circumstances. There are four sets of 
independent personal pronouns in Malila and examples of all four are found in the text corpus.  

Firstly, there are examples of the ‘basic’ set, such as the following: 
 

(36) Thieves 9a–b 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

9a   Ɨne (Pro)  ɨntɨmvwa khaala (PFV)     
I  I.did.not.hear at.all 

9b fwanɨ   ʉmwana ʉla (D:Dist)  ayɨmvwa (PFV)     
gosh  child that he.heard 

I did not hear at all, but, gosh, that child heard. 
 

Here the pronoun is used to show the contrast between the narrator and the child. See also Nshoolanyo 
11b for a similar example of the basic pronoun set used for contrast. A different use of the basic pronoun 
set is seen in the next example. 
 

(37) Tunduma 22a–c 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

22a Pe ɨne (Pro)   ʉmwoyo  wʉkhanda kudunda sana (P2.NAR)  [22b]  
then I  heart it.started to.beat very.much 

22b  [we  --- ɨnkʉsɨɨbha (PRG)    kutiishi] [22c]  
when I.think that 

22c [fwanɨ ishi ʉwamwɨtʉ ʉnʉ  
(D:Prox) 

pe  --- bhatʉlema (PFV)   ni bangi]   

gosh now our.companion this then they.caught.us  with 
marijuana 

Then my heart started to beat a lot, when I thought that gosh now our companion, they have caught us with 
marijuana. 
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In 22a, instead of saying ‘Then my heart started to beat a lot’ (which would be grammatical), the 
narrator says, literally, ‘Then I the heart started to beat a lot’. In doing so, the possessor is raised out of 
the NP and can function as the topic of the sentence. 

The ‘additive’ pronoun series is the second most common type of pronoun found in the text corpus. 
It has the meaning ‘as well’ and can either be used in place of a noun or as part of a larger noun phrase. 
The first example below illustrates this first use: 
 

(38) Nshoolanyo 25b–c 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

25b [Mwebheya   --- injimbile wujimba (ANT)  nɨ lyantanda ili   
friends  I.have.been.patient patient with woman this 

25c   nɨne (Pro:Add) naalita (PFV)  nalyo  
and.I  I.tired of.her 

Friends, I have been patient and then some with this woman, and I also have tired of her… 
 

We know from the preceding context that the other participants in the story were already tired of the 
woman, but now in 25c the person speaking expresses ‘And I also have tired of her’. 

In the next two examples, the additive pronoun is part of a larger noun phrase, but its function of 
showing how previously expressed information holds for an additional participant is the same. 
 

(39) Wedding 24c–25b 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

24c   [Umuntu ʉla (D:Dist) átɨlɨ (P2)   [24d]  
person that he.said 

24d   [--- Te afishe khaala] (F1)    
not he.should.arrive at.all 

25a Woope ʉwa kʉwandɨlo (Pro:Add) átɨlɨ (P2)   [25b]  
and.he of first  he.said  

25b   [--- Te imfishe khaala] (F1) 
not I.should.arrive at.all 

That person said he will not arrive at all. And the first one said, “I will not arrive at all.” 
 

In 25, the ‘first one’ makes the same statement as ‘that person’ in 24. The words of the two speeches are 
the same except with respect to the person marking, as 24d is indirect speech and 25b is direct speech.  

In the next example, the additive pronoun has a slightly different function, although its additive 
nature is still clear. We learn in 7b that where the people will walk is bush and then in 8 we are given 
the additional information that lions are there as well. 
 

(40) Lion 7a–8 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

7a  [Pe mwe  --- bhatɨjende (F1)   muula (D:Dist)   
then where  they.will.walk in.there 

7b   [7a]  mwálɨ (P2)  ɨtata    
in.there.was  bush 

8 Khabhɨlɨ   ɨnsama zyope (Pro:Add)  zyálɨɨpo (P2)   mwɨ 
tata liila (D:Dist)  

 

also  lions and.they they.were.there in bush that 
Then in there where they will walk, it was bush. Also, lions were in that bush. 
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A third set of pronouns which is in evidence in the text corpus is the ‘emphatic’ set, which 
corresponds to –enyewe in Swahili. Using this pronoun emphasizes the referent in some way. Often it is 
the exclusivity of the referent which is emphasized, as in this example. 
 

(41) Mbiida 16a–c 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

16a [Pe na bhasakhaala
  

bhe  --- bhákulile peeka (P2)  nu Mbiida]   

then and men  who they.grew together with Mbiida   
16b   bhonti [16a]  bhakheega (P2.NAR)  abhashɨ    

all  they.married wives 
16c   >> akhasyala (P2.NAR)  wʉʉyo mwene (Pro:Emph)  

he.remained  he himself 
Then the men who grew up together with Mbiida, all of them took wives, he alone remained. 
 

The fourth pronoun type in the text corpus is the ‘objective’ pronoun. The function of the objective 
pronoun is not yet clear, but it appears to be similar to that of the emphatic pronoun. In terms of 
distribution, the objective pronoun is restricted to object position, whereas the emphatic pronoun can 
occur as either a subject or an object. It can be found in Bull 5e and 12c and in Mbiida 21b. Two of these 
examples are shown below. 
 

(42) Bull 5d–f 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S  V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

5d [Mwebheya   --- tʉchanje (SUBJ) uwulezi    
friends  let.us.contribute millet 

5e   --- tʉbhoole (SUBJ) yeneyo (Pro:Obj)   
let.us.slaughter  it 

5f   >> tulye (SUBJ)   tʉbhenensɨ  
let.us.eat  we.locals 

“Friends, let’s contribute millet, let’s slaughter it, let’s eat, us locals.” 
 

(43) Mbiida 21a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

21a [Abhalɨndʉ bhonti  bhe  --- bháalɨ (P2)  bhinza]    
girls all who they.were beautiful 

21b   abhanjɨ [21a]  bhakheega (P2.NAR)  bhenebho (Pro:Obj)  
others  they.married them 

All the girls who were beautiful, others married them. 

5 Tense and aspect in foreground and background 

The events which make up a narrative text tend to be told in chronological order, but it is possible for 
the storyteller to either jump ahead (a ‘flash forward’) or back in the time line (a ‘flashback’). Verb forms 
with the appropriate tense and aspect marking are the main means of guiding the reader or listener 
through the chronology of a text, signaling to him when the information presented is the next event in 
the chronology and when it is not. In a narrative, the main events (told in chronological order) form the 
foreground of the text. Information which falls outside this foreground forms the background of the text. 

In the section 5.1, the tense and aspect marking system in Malila is briefly explained. In the next 
two sections, the use of different tense and aspect verb forms in the foreground and background is 
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exemplified and discussed. The final section briefly considers the movement of participants in relation to 
the deictic center. 

5.1 Tense and aspect markers in Malila 

Malila has four verb forms which can be analyzed as present tense. The progressive is used for 
progressive aspect. The habitual is used to express situations which take place regularly or repeatedly in 
some way. The dividing line between the two forms is not as clear cut as the labels suggest, however, 
and the progressive can also be used for habitual actions. Both verb forms are also used for statements of 
general validity with dynamic verbs (e.g. ‘cows eat grass’). A third present tense form is the present 
perfective, which also functions as an immediate past tense. Finally, the present anterior is characterized 
by present relevance, describing situations which live on or whose consequences live on. 

If the present perfective form is categorized with the present tenses, Malila can be analyzed as 
having two past tenses, referred to here as the near past (P1) and the far past (P2). However, the use of 
the present perfective as an immediate past means that in practice, it is possible to distinguish three 
levels of past time reference. Malila also has two future tenses, referred to here as the near future (F1) 
and the far future (F2). The only aspectual distinction in the past and future tenses is between 
imperfective (encompassing both progressive and habitual) and perfective. 

Malila has only one simple narrative verb form and this is a far past narrative. The compound near 
past consecutive verb form uses the present perfective together with a particle. (This form is not found in 
the text corpus.) Malila also has a potential verb form (e.g. ɨngatelekha ‘I can cook’), a subjunctive and an 
imperative. All three of these categories have both a perfective and an imperfective form. The 
subjunctive and the imperative categories can also distinguish between itive and non-itive (e.g. 
ɨnhateleshe ‘I should go and cook’). 

5.2 Foreground 

The typical verb form for describing the main event line of a narrative is the far past narrative, as in 
clauses 17a and 17b below: 
 

(44) Lion 17a–c 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

17a   Abhantʉ bhaala (D:Dist)  bhakhalenzya (P2.NAR)  umubhinu    
people those they.dropped sick.person 

17b   --- bhakhatiishi (P2.NAR)    [17c]  
they.said.thus  

17c   [--- Twɨmɨle ʉmwoyo] (IMP) 
help.us heart  

Those people, they dropped the sick person and said thus, “Have mercy on us.” 
 

The far past imperfective is also often seen in the main event line. It is used when the situation it 
describes happened more than once, as in the following example: 
 

(45) Millet 14a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

14a   --- Akhatɨnjɨ (P2.IPFV)    [14b–16d]  
he.was.saying 

14b [Imbeyu ɨnɨ (D:Prox)  --- náfumile (P2)  <<nayo kʉ Sʉmbʉwanga  
seed this I.came with.it from Sumbawanga 

He would say, “This seed, I came with it from Sumbawanga.” 
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Of the oral texts in the corpus, four (“Basket”, “Journey”, “Lion” and “Millet”) use only the far past 
narrative or the far past imperfective for the foreground sections. Two texts (“Children” and “Wedding”) 
mainly use the far past narrative, but with one instance each of the present perfective. The remaining 
four oral texts use more instances of the present perfective verb plus several far past forms. The example 
below, from one of those texts, shows how the present perfective can be used to narrate events in the 
main event line. 
 

(46) Tunduma 15a–15b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

15a  Pe  --- atʉlema (PFV)  ɨtwe (Pro)   
then he.grabbed.us us 

15b   --- atʉtwala (PFV)   mu polisi   
he.took.us  in police  

Then he grabbed us and took us into the police station 
 

This use of the present perfective is not considered good Malila storytelling style when it is encountered 
in a written form, but it thought of as a natural, informal way to tell a story orally. It is perhaps 
something like the use of the present tense in informal English storytelling (e.g. ‘So, I run away, but then 
he goes crazy and follows me’). The use of the present progressive in the “Thieves” story is also 
considered a mistake on the part of the storyteller, who mainly uses the present perfective, but then 
switches into the present progressive at different times. None of the four written texts in the corpus uses 
the present progressive or the present perfective for narrating events. 

5.3 Background 

All fourteen narrative texts in the corpus begin with sections containing backgrounded material. In ten of 
these texts the main clause verbs in these background sections are far past perfectives, as in the next 
example.  
 

(47) Wedding 1a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

1a   >> Álɨɨpo (P2)    umuntu ʉmo  
he.was.there  person certain 

1b   --- áamɨlɨ (P2)   nu weeji   
he.was with wedding 

There was a certain person, he had a wedding. 
 

As in this example, the far past perfective is typically used at the start of a narrative with stative verbs to 
describe states which existed before the start of the main event line. If the far past imperfective occurs 
instead, as in the initial backgrounded sections of two texts (“Ilembo” and “Journey”) in the corpus, it is 
usually used with dynamic verbs to express habitual actions which began before the start of the main 
event line. 
 

(48) Journey 1a–c 
 Pre-NO  Pre-N  S  V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

1a  [We  --- tukufuma (PRG)   kʉkhaaya ʉkwo] (D:Ref)   
when  we.leave home there 

1b   --- tʉkʉbhala (PRG)   ku Jooni  
we.go to Johannesburg  

1c [1a–1b]   --- tʉkhapandaga (P2.IPFV) ɨndeege pa Mbeeye  
we.were.getting.on  plane at Mbeya 

When we would leave home, going to Johannesburg, we would get on a plane at Mbeya. 
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This particular text has some expository sections, such as the introductory one, which describe the stages 
of a journey the narrator used to take habitually, and some narrative sections, which describe specific 
events occurring on certain occasions. The expository sections mainly use the far past imperfective for 
main clause verbs. 

The remaining two texts (“Bull” and “Lion”) use a combination of present progressive and far past 
perfective verb forms for the initial backgrounded sections. 
 

(49) Lion 1a–2 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S  V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

1a [Ɨmandɨ kʉlʉsalo ʉkwo she  
(D:Ref)  

--- ɨnkwɨmvwa]  
(PRG)  

   

long.ago back there as  I.hear 
1b [1a]   --- bhakʉtɨ (PRG)    [1c]  

they.say  
1c   [ishijiiji shimo  sháalɨ (P2)  apatali nɨmfwa nɨ sɨpɨtaale]  

village certain it.was far very from hospital 
2 Ihuduma inyinji nɨmfwa  zyálɨ (P2)   ukutali ni vijiiji   

services many very  they.were far from villages 
 I hear long ago they say a certain village was very far from the hospital. Very many services were far from 
villages. 
 

The present progressive is used for the narrator’s perspective on the events and then the far past 
perfective is used to describe the situation which sets up the story that will follow. The TAM of the verb 
in clause 1c shows that this speech is indirect. Sentence 2 could also be considered part of the same 
indirect speech or as a comment added by the narrator. 

Backgrounded information which appears non-initially in a story is also usually conveyed using 
either the far past (perfective or imperfective) or the present progressive. For example, in the “Bull” 
story, the narrator breaks off from the main event line to explain what the places mentioned in the story 
are called. 
 

(50) Bull 16a–b 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S  V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

16a  Pɨɨpo (Pro:Emph)  --- tʉkʉtɨ (PRG)   pa Lʉbhanda ʉkwo (D:Ref)  
there we.call at Luanda there 

16b   --- tʉkʉtɨ (PRG)   kwƗleeya ʉkwo (D:Ref)  
we.call  at.Ileya there 

There, we call it Luanda, we call it Ileya. 
 

This continues for a further two sentences before the main event line is resumed. 
In the “Tunduma” story, the narrator introduces his story with a backgrounded sentence (1a–b) and 

then begins the main event line with a description of the journey undertaken by the protagonists. After 
two sentences he adds some further backgrounded information using the far past perfective, describing 
how much money they were carrying (4a–b). The narrator then gives some explanatory information, 
which is also backgrounded. 
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(51) Tunduma 5a–b 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S  V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

5a   --- Twámanyile (P2)    kʉtɨ [5b]  
we.knew  that 

5b [ɨdala ɨlya kʉbhala ku Zaile  lishilile (ANT)   ku Tunduma]   
road of to.go to Zaire  it.passed  at Tunduma  

We knew that the road to Zaire passed through Tunduma. 
 

As expected, the far past perfective is used with the stative verb in 5a to express a state which existed 
before this point in the main event line. In 5b, however, a present anterior is used, although the situation 
described by this verb also has a far past time reference. It is common in Malila for a dependent clause to 
contain a present tense form, but take its time reference instead from the clause on which it is dependent 
(see also Journey 1a–c, for example, and the discussion on temporal relative clauses in section 3.1). 

Further similar examples of backgrounded sections which occur non-initially in a narrative are 
found in Wedding 6a–b and 8a–b. 

5.4 Movement of participants 

It is common in the texts for the verb ‘go’ to be used both by itself and in conjunction with other verbs to 
show a move away from the deictic centre. The deictic centre is the major participant currently being 
tracked, as in this example. 
 

(52) Bull 2c–d 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

2c   umuntu ʉyo (D:Ref)  aabhala kʉbhʉʉzya (PFV)  abhantʉ abhamwabho 
person that he.went to.tell people fellow 

2d   --- atɨ (PFV)    [2e–2f]  
he.said  

…that person went to tell his fellow people, he said… 
 

Here the subject of 2c is the deictic centre and as this participant moves to another location, the verb ‘go’ 
is used. In contrast, in the next example, the participant who is the deictic centre is the object of the verb 
in 12b and therefore the verb ‘come’ is used for the participant who moves towards the centre. 
 

(53) Basket 12a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V  O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO 

12a   Umuntu ʉyo (D:Ref) ayinzile (ANT)    
person that he.has.come 

12b   --- amposhela] (PFV)    
he.received.me  

That person came and received me. 
 

Note here also that two inflected verbs are used, rather than one plus an infinitive. The latter option 
(ayinzile kʉmposhela) is possible, but would mean that the person came with the intention of receiving, as 
in ‘He came (in order) to receive me’.  

6 Information structure 

Information structure deals with the relationship between linguistic form and the nature of the 
information it presents. Sentence structure reflects a speaker’s or writer’s assumptions about what the 
hearer or reader already knows. For example, the writer of a narrative may use a certain constituent 
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order when the information expressed by the object is what the sentence is about (the topic), compared 
to when the object does not fulfill this particular role in the information structure. What is said about the 
topic is termed the comment. A sentence in which there is a topic and a comment about that topic is said 
to have topic-comment articulation. If the topic of a sentence is the same as that of the previous sentence, 
it is called a continued topic. If it is different, it is called a switch topic. 

Another important information structure category is that of focus. For example, a writer may mark a 
constituent with a special particle when it fills an information gap in a reader’s mental representation of 
a text. Such a constituent is called the focus of the sentence. If a whole sentence is given without any 
link to the established context, that sentence has sentence focus. If the subject of a sentence is already 
established in the discourse context and the predicate fills an information gap about that subject in the 
reader’s mental representation, that sentence is said to have predicate focus. If, rather than the sentence 
as a whole or the predicate, an argument of the verb is the focus, that sentence is an example of argument 
focus. A sentence with a focused argument is said to have identificational articulation, as it identifies 
which argument should fill the gap in the reader’s mental representation of the text. 

In Malila, the information structure categories outlined above are chiefly expressed through 
constituent order and syntactic structure. 

6.1 Presentational articulation (sentence focus) 

In presentation articulation, an entity is introduced into a text without being linked to any established 
material. In Malila, this most commonly happens after a locative verb, as in this example. 
 

(54) Wedding 1a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

1a   >> Álɨɨpo (P2)    umuntu ʉmo  
he.was.there  person certain 

1b   --- áamɨlɨ (P2)   nu weeji   
he.was with wedding 

There was a certain person, he had a wedding. 
 

See also Bull 1d, Children 1a, Field 1a, Millet 1a, Mbiida 1a and Nshoolanyo 1a and the discussion in 
section 4.1.  

6.2 Topic-comment articulation (predicate focus with a switch topic) 

Topic-comment sentence articulation is very common in the Malila text corpus. When the topic is a 
grammatical subject and is the same as the previous topic (a continued topic), the default way to refer to 
that topic is simply by the subject prefix in the verb. When instead there is a change from the previous 
topic (a switch topic) and the new topic constituent is one which by default occurs post-verbally, such as 
an object or locative phrase, this constituent is preposed. There are eighteen examples of preposed 
objects in the oral text corpus and all can be analyzed as the topic of a topic-comment articulation. For 
example:  
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(55) Field 2d–3b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

2d [2a–2c]   --- akhazyaga (P2.NAR)  ɨnhela   [2e]  
he.found.it  money 

2e  [zye  >> bháfushiiye (P2)   ɨmandɨ  abhakʉʉlʉ]  
which  they.buried long.ago ancestors 

3a [Pe ɨnhela ziila (D:Dist)  we  --- azyaga (PFV)  <<]    
then money that when he.found.it 

3b [3a]   --- atɨ (PFV)    [3c]  
he.said 

…he found money which long ago the ancestors had buried. Then when he had found that money, he said… 
 

The topic of the first two sentences in this narrative is the man who is the subject of 2d. In 3a, the topic 
switches to the money, which has previously been introduced into the discourse, in 2d. As the money is 
the object of 2d and not also the topic, it occurs after the verb, but in 3a, it is preposed before the verb, 
because it is the topic. 

In all but one of the examples of preposed objects, the object is already established in the text, as 
we would expect for a topic. The one exception occurs in the following sentence: 
 

(56) Bull 9a–c 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

9a Pe ɨnhombwa ɨyo (D:Ref)  --- bhachanga (PFV)  <<   
then beer that they.contributed 

9b   --- bhachanga (PFV)  uwulezi    
they.contributed  millet 

9c   --- bhenga (PFV)  ɨnhombwa    
they.made  beer 

Then that beer, they contributed it, they contributed millet, they made beer. 
 

There is no previous reference to beer in the text. The first clause in this sentence is considered to be a 
mistake on the part of the narrator as the contributing of the beer is mentioned before the contributing 
of the millet and the actual making of the beer, as described in the next two clauses. 

Objects are not the only usually post-verbal constituents which can be marked as topics by 
preposing. In this example, the locative NP is the topic. 
 

(57) Tunduma 4a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

4a Mʉ nyambɨ   ʉyo (D:Ref)  áamɨlɨ (P2)   <<ni nsilinje saba   
in pocket  that he.was with shillings seven 

4b   ʉyo (D:Ref)  ---  ni nsilinje saba   
that with shillings seven 

In his pocket that one had seven shillings, he had seven shillings. 
 

In the next example, the preposed topic of 14b originates in a ‘with’ phrase and leaves the pronominal 
trace nayo in the post-verbal position. 
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(58) Millet 13c–14b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

13c [Imbeyu ɨnɨ (D:Prox)  --- wáyaajile (P2) << kwino  Samandʉngwa  
seed this you(sg).got.it where Samandungwa  

13d imbeyu   --- wáyaajile (P2) << kwi]   
seed you(sg).got.it where 

14a   --- Akhatɨnjɨ (P2.IPFV)    [14b–16d]  
he.was.saying 

14b [Imbeyu ɨnɨ (D:Prox)  --- náfumile (P2)  <<nayo kʉ Sʉmbʉwanga  
seed this I.came with.it from Sumbawanga 

“This seed, where did you get it, Samandungwa? The seed, where did you get it?” He would say, “This seed, I 
came with it from Sumbawanga.” 
 

Note here also the preposed object topics in 13c and 13d. 
When the topic in an instance of topic-comment articulation coincides with the grammatical subject 

of the clause, its status as a topic is evident in one of two ways. Firstly, if there is no other pre-verbal 
material, there is a pause between the subject and the verb, as can be heard in the recording for the 
following example from one of the oral texts: 
 

(59) Lion 17a–c 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

17a   Abhantʉ bhaala (D:Dist)  bhakhalenzya (P2.NAR)  umubhinu    
people those they.dropped sick.person 

17b   --- bhakhatiishi (P2.NAR)    [17c]  
they.said.thus  

17c   [--- Twɨmɨle ʉmwoyo] (IMP) 
help.us heart  

Those people, they dropped the sick person and said thus, “Have mercy on us.” 
 

In clause 17a, the narrator pauses between the subject and the verb. This can be contrasted with the lack 
of a pause in a sentence with presentational articulation: 
 

(60) Lion 1c 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S  V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

1c   [ishijiiji shimo  sháalɨ (P2)  apatali nɨmfwa nɨ sɨpɨtaale]  
village certain it.was  far very from hospital 

… a certain village was very far from the hospital. 
 

Secondly, if the clause contains other pre-verbal material besides the subject, then the subject can 
be marked as a topic by being preposed before that material. This is most commonly seen in clauses 
containing the class 14 relative pronoun we, the default position for which is before the subject. The next 
example illustrates a preposed subject in a topic-comment articulation: 
 

(61) Basket 11a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V  O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO 

11a [Pe umuntu ʉla (D:Dist) we  << aafikha (PFV)   pakhaaya]   
then person that when he.arrived home 

11b [11a]   --- akhabhabhʉʉzya 
(P2.NAR)  

abhaana bhaakwe   kʉtɨ 
[11c–12b] 

he.told.them children his that 
Then when that person had arrived home, he told his children that… 
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There are six other examples of the order Subject—we—Verb in the oral text corpus. In four of these, the 
subject NP consists of a noun followed by a demonstrative modifier, as in the example above (see also 
Bull 5a, Children 5a and 12a, Thieves 8a). In one (Millet 13a), the subject NP consists of a noun plus the 
modifier kila ‘each’. In the remaining example, the subject is a freestanding pronoun (Thieves 25a). In all 
examples the topic referent is already established in the discourse.  

There are also seven examples in the corpus of the order we—Subj—verb. In none of these does the 
subject NP include a noun plus demonstrative. Instead, in five examples, the subject is simply a noun 
(Bull 22a, Journey 11a, Tunduma 23a, Wedding 10a and 12b); in one example it is a quantifier used 
pronominally (Ntumbili 10a); and in one it is a demonstrative pronoun (Lion 20b). In these examples, 
the subject is not a topic.  

6.3 Identificational articulation (argument focus) 

Malila can use a cleft construction to express identificational articulation, as in this example. 
 

(62) Lion 15a–b 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S  V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

15a [Ɨshɨkhanʉ ɨsha kwanda she  --- bháshituuyile nhaanɨ (P2)  <<]    
animal of first which  they.feared very.much 

15b   [15a]  ye (PRES)  nsama    
it.is  lion 

The animal which they feared the most was the lion. 
 

The presupposition here is that amongst the animals which the participants feared, there was one in 
particular which they feared most of all. In 15b that animal is identified as the lion, which is the focus of 
the presupposition. Similar examples are found in Millet 27a–b, Journey 12a–b, Tunduma 14a–b and 
Wedding 34c–d. 

Constituents can also be focused by postposing, as in the next example. 
 

(63) Lion 21f 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

21f [Mwebheya   >> twafikha (PFV)   twenti]  
friends  we.have.arrived all 

… “Friends, we have all arrived!” 
 

Before the realisation expressed in this speech, the sick person’s friends know that they themselves have 
arrived safely, but they do not think the sick person has also arrived. When the sick person says, 
‘Friends, we have all arrived!’, he focuses the subject ‘all (of us)’, as his friends know that some people 
(they themselves) have arrived, but the gap in the information they have is that everyone has arrived. 
 

7 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses are dependent clauses which provide information about a noun phrase. In Malila, the 
relative clause is constructed using a relative pronoun which agrees in noun class with the noun it 
modifies. The first two sections below look at two common functions of the relative clause in Malila: 
identifying participants and identificational sentence articulation. The class 14 relative pronoun we has 
the additional function of forming the temporal relative clause, as has already been shown in section 3.1. 
Another relative pronoun which has a special function is class 8 she, which can be used to express 
manner or cause, as will be shown in section 7.3.  
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7.1 Relative clauses in identifying entities 

Leaving aside the use of the class 14 relative clause as a temporal connective, the most common use of 
the relative clause in Malila is to identify an entity which is mentioned in a preceding main clause. 
 

(64) Field 2d–3b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

2d [2a–2c]   --- akhazyaga (P2.NAR)  ɨnhela   [2e]  
he.found.it  money 

2e  [zye  >> bháfushiiye (P2)   ɨmandɨ  abhakʉʉlʉ]  
which  they.buried long.ago ancestors 

…he found money which long ago the ancestors had buried.  
 

In examples such as this, the relative clause can be described as restrictive, because it restricts the 
reference of the NP, in this case to some specific money which the ancestors buried long ago. 

It is also possible to use a relative clause without an explicit mention of the noun phrase which it 
modifies: 
 

(65) Bull 1a–b 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S  V  O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

1a  mwanha  ---  ɨnkwɨmvwa (PRG) [1b]    
year  I.hear 

1b  [zye  >> bhakʉlonga (PRG)  abhakʉʉlʉ]  
which  they.talk ancestors 

Long ago, I hear what the ancestors talk about… 
 

Relative clauses which identify entities most commonly follow the main clause on which they are 
dependent, but may instead precede it, as the next two examples show. 
 

(66) Mbiida 21a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

21a [Abhalɨndʉ bhonti  bhe  --- bháalɨ (P2)  bhinza]    
girls all who they.were beautiful 

21b   abhanjɨ [21a]  bhakheega (P2.NAR)  bhenebho (Pro:Obj)  
others  they.married them 

All the girls who were beautiful, others married them 
 

(67) Lion 7a–8 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

7a  [Pe mwe  --- bhatɨjende (F1)   muula (D:Dist)   
then where  they.will.walk in.there 

7b   [7a]  mwálɨ (P2)  ɨtata    
in.there.was  bush 

Then in there where they will walk, it was bush.  

7.2 Relative clauses in identificational sentence articulation 

When a relative clause which identifies an entity is dependent on a copula clause, the resulting 
construction conveys identificational sentence articulation. 
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(68) Lion 15a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

15a [Ɨshɨkhanʉ ɨsha kwanda she  --- bháshituuyile nhaanɨ (P2)  <<]    
animal of first which  they.feared very.much 

15b   [15a]  ye (PRES)  nsama    
it.is  lion 

The animal which they feared the most was the lion.  
 

The copula may be explicit, as here, or implicit, as in Millet 27a–b. The relative clause may precede or 
follow the copula clause. 

7.3 Class 8 relative clause in expressing manner or cause 

Class 8 relative clauses can be used in the expected way to modify class 8 nouns, but can also express 
manner, as in the first example below, or cause, as in the second: 
 

(69) Lion 14a–e 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

14a [Pe ishi  we  --- bhaafikha (PFV)   mwɨ sengo]   
then now  when they.arrived in bush 

14b [14a]   --- ikhabiidi (P2.NAR)     
it.was.necessary  

14c   --- bhasɨɨbhe nɨmfwa (SUBJ)   [14d]   
they.should.think very.much  

14d  [she  --- bhatishile (F1)  mwɨ 
sengo muula] (D:Dist)  
in bush that  

 
how  they.will.pass 

14e  maana  --- mʉlɨ (PRES)  ɨvɨkhanʉ   
because  in.there.are animals 

Then now after they had arrived in the bush, it was necessary that they should think very much how they will 
pass through that bush, because there were animals in it.  
 

(70) Field 6a–d 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

6a   Umuntu ʉla (D:Dist)  atɨ (PFV)    [6b–6d]  
person that he.said 

6b [Ishi ishiizi shiila 
(D:Dist) 

 --- ɨntagakazya (POT) <<   

now field that I.cannot.sell  
6c  she  ʉmaayɨ  ándesheeye (P2)    

because  mother she.left.to.me 
6d  she  ʉbaaba nʉ maayɨ  bhándesheeye] (P2)    

because  father and mother they.left.to.me 
That person said, “Now that field, I cannot sell it, because mother left it to me, because father and mother left it 
to me.”  
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8 Reported speech 

8.1 Direct and indirect speech 

Direct speech is the default means of reporting speech in the text corpus. There are only two clear 
examples of indirect speech in the text corpus.5 One is found in a backgrounded section of a text: 
 

(71) Lion 1a–c 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S  V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

1a [Ɨmandɨ kʉlʉsalo ʉkwo she 
(D:Ref)  

--- ɨnkwɨmvwa] 
(PRG)  

   

long.ago back there as  I.hear 
1b [1a]   --- bhakʉtɨ (PRG)    [1c]  

they.say  
1c   [ishijiiji shimo  sháalɨ (P2)  apatali nɨmfwa nɨ sɨpɨtaale]  

village certain it.was far very from hospital 
2 Ihuduma inyinji nɨmfwa  zyálɨ (P2)   ukutali ni vijiiji   

services many very  they.were far from villages 
 I hear long ago they say a certain village was very far from the hospital. Very many services were far from 
villages. 
 

The speech introducer bhakʉtɨ ‘they say’ of 1b can be used for both direct and indirect speech, but the 
use of the far past tense in 1c clearly marks this clause as indirect speech. The next clause could also be 
considered as part of the speech, instead of being analyzed as the narrator’s comment, as it is here. The 
second example of indirect speech comes within a section of direct speech: 
 

(72) Wedding 24a–e 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

24a   --- Akhabhala (P2.NAR)     
he.went  

24b   --- akhamʉbhʉʉzya (P2.NAR)    
he.told.him  

24b   --- akhatɨ (P2.NAR)   [24d–26b] 
he.said 

24d   [Umuntu ʉla (D:Dist) atɨlɨ (P1)   [24e] 
person that he.said 

24e   [--- Te afishe khaala] (F1)    
not he.should.arrive at.all  

He went, he told him saying, “That person said he won’t come at all.” 
 

The use of third person subject marking in 24e shows that this is indirect speech because in the previous 
part of the narrative the words reported here are given in direct speech with first person subject marking 
(see 21b). 

8.2 Speech introducers 

Speech introducers in the text corpus always include some form of the verb –tɨ ‘say’. Most commonly, 
this verb is the main verb of the clause, as in the following example: 
 

                                                   
5 Ilembo 1c is a possible third example, but this sentence could also be analyzed as direct speech. 
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(73) Field 6a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

6a   Umuntu ʉla (D:Dist)  atɨ (PFV)    [6b–6d]  
person that he.said 

6b [Ishi ishiizi shiila
 (D:Dist) 

 --- ɨntagakazya (POT) <<   

now field that I.cannot.sell  
That person said, “Now that field, I cannot sell it…” 
 

If the –tɨ verb is not the main verb of the clause, it is usually found in the infinitive form as kʉtɨ. 
 

(74) Field 12a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

12a  Pe  --- akhabhala kʉlonga (P2.NAR)  nu muntu  kʉtɨ [12b]  
then  he.went to.talk with person to.say 

12b [Weeya ishi   --- ɨnkale (SUBJ) ishiizi]    
friend now I.should.buy field 

Then he went to talk with the person, saying, “Friend, now, let me buy the field.” 
 

Note that kʉtɨ can also be used to introduce a non-speech dependent clause, in which case it is equivalent 
to kwamba in Swahili or that in English. 
 

(75) Tunduma 2a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

2a   --- Tʉkhapanga (P2.NAR)    kʉtɨ [2b]  
we.planned  that 

2b   [--- tʉbhale (SUBJ)   ku Zaile]   
we.should.go  to Zaire 

We planned that we should go to Zaire. 
 

In a few examples in the text corpus, the –tɨ verb is inflected and so is the preceding verb. The two verbs 
describe the same event rather than two separate events, as in the next example. 
 

(76) Nshoolanyo 29a–c 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

29a   Abhantʉ  bhakhamʉbhʉʉzya (P2.NAR)     
people  they.told.him 

29b   --- bhakhatɨ (P2.NAR)    [29c–29g]  

they.said 

29c   [--- khatʉsekhaga (P2.IPFV) ɨtwe (Pro)   
you(sg).were.laughing.at.us us 

People told him, saying, “You were laughing at us…” 
 

The Malila speakers I worked with said that this example would still be grammatical if the verb of 28b 
were an infinitive instead. They felt that if there was a difference in meaning between the two options, it 
was very small. 

The class 7 proximal demonstrative ishi corresponding to hivi in Swahili or thus in English occurs 
several times in the oral text corpus following a speech orienter. In most of these examples, it is 
assimilated into the verb. 
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(77) Millet 19a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

19a Kila muntu  pe  << apesile (ANT)     
each person where he.has.planted 

19b   --- bhakhatinjiishi (P2.IPFV)    [19c]  
they.were.saying.thus 

Where each person planted, they would say thus… 
 

The unassimilated option can be seen in the following example from the same text: 
 

(78) Millet 13a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

13a [Kila muntu  we  << akushila] (PRG)     
each person when he.passes 

13b [13a]   --- akhatɨnjɨ ishi (P2.IPFV) (D:Prox)    [13c–13d]  
he.was.saying thus 

When each person passed, he would say thus… 
 

The function of ishi is not clear, but it is interesting to note that it does not occur in any of the written 
texts.  

All the speech orienters in the text corpus are found before the speeches which they introduce. 
There is one example in the corpus of a speech which has no orienter: 
 

(79) Millet 19a–22b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

19a Kila muntu  pe  << apesile (ANT)     
each person  where he.has.planted  

19b   --- bhakhatinjiishi (P2.IPFV)    [19c]  
they.were.saying.thus  

19c   [--- upesile (ANT) mbeyu yooni yɨnɨɨyo] (D:Re.Ref) 
you(sg).have.planted  seed what that  

20a   --- Akhatinjiishi (P2.IPFV)    [20b]  
he.was.saying.thus  

20b   [--- Nálaabhile (P2) kwa Samandʉngwa  [21]  
I.asked  from Samandungwa 

21   [--- Wáyaajile (P2)  kwino]   
you(sg).got.it  where 

22a   --- Akhatɨnjɨ (P2.IPFV)    [22b]  
he.was.saying 

22b   [--- Náyaajile (P2)  kwa Samandʉngwa]  
I.got.it  from Samandungwa  

Where each person planted, they would say thus, “What’s that seed you have planted?” He would say thus, “I 
asked for it from Samandungwa.” “Where did you get it?” He would say, “I got it from Samandungwa.” 
 

Participant A (‘they’) asks the questions in 19c and 21 and participant B (‘he’) answers in 20b and 22b. 
The switch of speakers between 20b and 21 is not marked in any way, but the question and answer 
format of the conversation makes it clear that the speaker changes.  
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8.3 Vocatives 

The text corpus contains several examples of vocatives in direct speech. See, for example, weeya ‘my 
friend, companion’ in Basket 5b, mwebheya ‘my friends, companions’ in Bull 12b, we ‘you, sg’ in Thieves 
28d and mwe ‘you, pl’ in Bull 2e. In two texts (“Nshoolanyo” and “Ntumbili”), the narrators also use 
vocatives to catch the attention of the reader, as in this example. 
 

(80) Nshoolanyo 16a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

16a We muntu we   ɨlyantanda nyeene  lɨkhalɨnga (P2.NAR)  pa khakhaaya khaala (D:Dist)  
you(sg) person 
you(sg)  

woman (emph.)  she.tried  at town that 

16b   --- lɨkʉvwalanganya (PRG)  
she.stirs.up  

You, the woman herself tried stirring things in that town… 

9 Emphasis 

Emphasis, or emphatic prominence, should not be confused with information structure categories like topic 
or focus. Emphasis is not concerned with the information status of linguistic items, but rather the choice 
made by the author or speaker to highlight certain items as important in comparison to others. Malila 
has some lexical expressions of emphasis, which will be illustrated in the first section below, and also 
uses repetition and variation in sentence length to mark emphasis, as will be shown in the second and 
third sections. 

9.1 Lexical expressions of emphasis 

One word which often occurs in highlighted sentences in the corpus is fwanɨ, which is an interjection 
expressing surprise: 
 

(81) Journey 9a–10 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S  V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

9a  Pe  ɨtwe (PRO) tukhaswigaga (P2.IPFV)    kʉtɨ [9b]  
then  we we.were.surprised that 

9b [indengani   --- khe (PRES) khantʉ khooni]    
ndengani   it.is  thing what 

10 Fwanɨ indengani  lye (PRES)  lɨgoodo    
gosh ndengani  it.is porridge 

Then we were surprised about what thing ‘ndengani’ was. Gosh, ndengani is porridge! 
 

Further examples can be found in Thieves 5 and 8a, Bull 24c and Tunduma 14a. 
Another word associated with emphasis is khaala, which can be used with a negative verb to 

intensify its meaning and corresponds to ‘at all’ in English. The next two examples illustrate this: 
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(82) Children 10 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

10   mwana ʉla (D:Dist)  atakhabhala khaala kudiima (P2.NAR)  
person that he.did.not.go at.all to.herd 

That person did not go at all to herd. 
 

(83) Wedding 13d 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

13d   abhantʉ bhaala (D:Dist)  bhatakwɨnza khaala (PRG)  
people those they.do.not.come at.all 

…those people do not come at all. 
 

In both examples the word khaala can be removed without affecting the basic meaning of the clause, but 
its presence serves to intensify the negative statement and thus highlight it. A similar phenomenon can 
be seen in the concluding sentence of the “Children” story. 
 

(84) Children 16d 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO  

16d  [we  --- atakʉmʉtejeelezya (PRG)  uyise  ɨngakheeka]   
who  he.does.not.listen.to.him father not.even.a.little 

…who does not listen to his father, not even a little. 
 

Here the use of ɨngakheeka ‘not even a little’ is a highlighting device in the clause. 
Another lexical expression of emphasis is the emphatic particle nyeene. This particle can be placed 

after a noun to emphasize it. 
 

(85) Nshoolanyo 16a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

16a We muntu we   ɨlyantanda nyeene  lɨkhalɨnga (P2.NAR)  pa khakhaaya khaala (D:Dist)  
you(sg) person 
you(sg)  

woman (emph.)  she.tried  at town that 

16b   --- lɨkʉvwalanganya (PRG)  
she.stirs.up  

You, the woman herself tried stirring things in that little town… 
 

Equative clauses in Malila are commonly expressed without an overt copula (see, for example, Lion 4e), 
but if the predicate is highlighted, a copula is used, as in clauses 9b and 10 of example (81). Both clauses 
would be grammatical without the overt copula, but using one highlights what follows. Further examples 
of this can be seen in Field 19e and Mbiida 1b. A different kind of emphatic copula can be seen in the 
next example. The form yɨyɨ shows noun class 9 agreement. 
 

(86) Millet 25a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

25a Imbeyu yɨɨla (D:Dist)  paka isaalizi  --- tʉkhanda (P2.NAR)   nɨ taawa  kʉtɨ [25b]  
seed that until now we.started with 

name 
to.say 

25b   [<< yɨyɨ (PRES)  Samandʉngwa]    
it.is Samandungwa  

That seed, until now we started to call it Samandungwa. 
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9.2 Repetition 

Several of the oral texts provide examples of the repetition of verb phrases being used to emphasize 
particular events. For example:  
 

(87) Bull 24a–c 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

24a   --- Bhakhazyʉngʉʉla (P2.NAR)     
they.went.around  

24b   --- bhakhazyʉngʉʉla (P2.NAR)     
they.went.around  

24c fwanɨ   >> zibhalile (ANT)   mu shizibha  zyonti  
gosh  they.have.gone in lake all 

They went around and around, gosh, they had all gone into the lake. 
 

In the penultimate sentence of the same story, the fact that the people prayed is mentioned four times in 
successive clauses, leading up to the final climactic sentence. 
 

(88) Bull 26–28 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S  V  O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO 

26  Pe  --- bhanda kupuuta (PFV)   ku bhazimu   
then  they.started to.pray to ancestral.spirits 

27a  [We  --- bhapuuta] (PFV)     
when  they.prayed 

27b [27a]   --- bhapuuta (PFV)   ku bhazimu   
they.prayed  to ancestral.spirits 

27c   --- bhapuuta (PFV)     
they.prayed  

28   >> Yikhafuma (P2.NAR)   yeeka ɨng'ombe ɨya muntu weeka  
it.came.out  cow one of person one 

Then they started to pray to the ancestral spirits. After they prayed, they prayed to the ancestral spirits, they 
prayed. One person’s cow came out. 
 

It is interesting to note that there is no repetition of this kind in the two written texts. In other 
highlighted sentences, certain words are repeated: 
 

(89) Bull 19 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

19  Pe panaapo 
(D:Re.Ref)  

ɨkhambakʉ liila  
(D:Dist)  

lɨkhalongola 
(P2.NAR)  

>> kukuula 
(D:Re.Dist)  

longoto longoto yonti  
ɨmɨgombe nʉ twana  
bhʉʉlo twonti nɨ  
mɨkhambakʉ ɨyamwabho 
bhʉʉlo  

then right.there
  

bull that it.led  right.there  clop clop all cows and 
children just all and bulls 
other just 

Then right there that bull led all the cows, all the children and all the other bulls right over there, clop, clop. 
 

The ideophone longoto (which refers to the sound of hooves) is repeated here, together with the 
quantifier –onti ‘all’. The following sentence contains another example of the repetition of the same 
quantifier: 
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(90) Bull 15a–b 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

15a  Pe  --- yɨkhʉʉsa (P2.NAR)  ɨng'ombe zyonti zyonti zyonti zyonti  [15b]  
then  it.gathered cows all all all all  

15b  [zye  --- bháalɨ (P2)   nazyo]   
which  they.were with.them 

Then it gathered all the cows which they had. 
 

In the next example, a particular kind of verb repetition is used for emphasis. In each clause, a present 
progressive verb form is followed by the same lexical verb in the infinitive form prefixed with kʉ 
(possibly a locative marker). 
 

(91) Thieves 26a–b 
 Pre-NO  Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO 

26a   --- Ɨnkʉlɨla kʉkʉlɨla (PRG)     
I.cry to.cry  

26b   --- ɨnkwama kʉkwama (PRG)  
I.breathe to.breathe 

I cried and cried, I breathed and breathed. 
 

The negative equivalent of this form has the morpheme wʉ prefixed to the verb stem of the second word: 
 

(92) Millet 16c–d 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

16c Mʉlʉngʉ   --- intakwibha wiibha khaala (PRG) 
God  I.do.not.steal steal at.all  

16d   --- ɨnkwega (PRG) mbeyu]    
I.take  seed 

“God, I’m not stealing at all, I’m taking the seed.” 

9.3 Sentence length 

The examples of repeated verb phrases given at the start of the previous section can be analyzed as 
serving both to emphasize the events which they describe and to slow down the narrative as the climax 
approaches, by increasing sentence length. The repetition shown in Bull 24a–b, for example, occurs just 
before the revelation that all the cattle had gone into the lake. Similarly, in Bull 26–28, the repetition of 
the people praying comes just before the final sentence of the story, which tells us that only one person’s 
cow survived. A similar example of repetition before a highlighted clause can be found in the “Basket” 
text, where the information of sentence 16 is repeated in 17a–b, setting up the highlighted clause 17c, 
which concludes the events of the story. The remaining final sentence gives the moral. See also the end 
of the “Thieves” story, in which ‘he looked’ is stated three times in the two sentences (34–35) leading up 
to the highlighted final sentence which describes how everything had been taken.  

Other texts suggest that the narrative can be slowed before the climax by the introduction of 
backgrounded material, as well as by repetition. In the “Tunduma” story, the narrator describes in 
sentence 20 how the police look in the pockets of the people (including the narrator) whom they have 
arrested. He then breaks off from the main event line to explain how he and his companions knew that 
one of their number had some marijuana in his pocket (sentence 21). This backgrounded information 
slows the story down in the lead up to the climactic point. Similarly, in the “Bull” text, after describing 
how the bull gathers together all the cows (sentence 15), the narrator introduces some backgrounded 
information about the names of the locations involved (16–18). Another example of this technique can 
be seen below: 
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(93) Lion 14a–16e 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

14a [Pe ishi  we  --- bhaafikha (PFV)   mwɨ sengo]   
then now  when they.arrived in bush 

14b [14a]   --- ikhabiidi (P2.NAR)     
it.was.necessary  

14c   --- bhasɨɨbhe nɨmfwa (SUBJ)   [14d]   
they.should.think very.much  

14d  [she  --- bhatishile (F1)  mwɨ sengo muula] (D:Dist)  
in bush that 

 
how  they.will.pass 

14e  maana  --- mʉlɨ (PRES)  ɨvɨkhanʉ   
because  in.there.are animals 

15a [Ɨshɨkhanʉ ɨsha kwanda she  bháshituuyile nhaanɨ (P2)  <<]    
animal of first which  they.feared very.much 

15b   [15a]  ye (PRES)  nsama    
it.is  lion 

16a [Niishi  we  --- bhakʉjenda] (PRG)     
and.now when they.walk 

16b [16a]   --- bhakhafikha (P2.NAR)   amahali pamʉ   
they.arrived  place certain 

16c  pe  ɨnsama  yikhabhuusa (P2.NAR)     
then  lion it.roared 

16d   --- yɨkhatama (P2.NAR)     
it.cried  

16e   --- yɨkhatama (P2.NAR)     
it.cried  

Then now after they had arrived in the bush, it was necessary that they should think very much how they will 
pass through that bush, because there were animals in it. The animal which they feared the most was the lion. 
And now when they walked, they arrived at a certain place, then the lion roared, it cried and cried. 
 

Sentence 15 describes how the lion is the animal of which the people are most afraid. This sentence 
comes in between two sentences describing the main event line. The backgrounded information of 15 
both slows down the narrative and directly sets up the appearance of the lion in 16. Then slightly later in 
the story, there is the following highlighted sentence: 
 

(94) Lion 19 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

19 Pe leelo woope umubhinu ʉla 
mwi pagali muula fwanɨ  
(Pro:Add) (D:Dist)  

 << akhasatʉkha (P2.NAR)
  

   

then well and.he sick.person that 
on stretcher that gosh 

 he.came.untied  

Then, well, that sick person on that stretcher, gosh, he untied himself. 
 

Here there is lots of material placed before verb, which slows down the story before the revelation that 
the sick person managed to untie himself and run away. 

Earlier in the same text, we see examples of shorter than usual sentences which speed up the 
narrative: 
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(95) Lion 17a–18 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

17a   Abhantʉ bhaala (D:Dist)  bhakhalenzya (P2.NAR)  umubhinu    
people those they.dropped sick.person 

17b   --- bhakhatiishi (P2.NAR)    [17c]  
they.said.thus  

17c   [--- Twɨmɨle ʉmwoyo] (IMP) 
help.us heart  

18   --- Bhakhashɨmbɨla nɨmfwa (P2.NAR)  
they.ran.away very.much  

Those people, they dropped the sick person and said thus, “Have mercy on us!” Then they ran away. 
 

These short sentences perhaps reflect the speed at which the events happened. Similarly, the concluding 
sentence of the same story is also shorter than normal: 
 

(96) Lion 22 
 Pre-NO Pre-NI S V O/C  Post-NI Post-NO  

22   >> Khakhasyala (P2.NAR)    khaswɨgo  
it.remained  surprise 

Surprise remained. 
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Appendix A: Bull 

  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1a  mwanha  ɨnkwɨmvwa (PRG)  [1b]    
year  I.hear 

1b  [zye  >> bhakʉlonga (PRG)  abhakʉʉlʉ]  
which  they.talk ancestors 

1c   --- bhakʉtɨ (PRG)   bhaatɨ [1d]  
they.say  (hearsay)  

1d   [>> yálɨɨpo (P2)    ɨnhambakʉ]  
it.was.there  bull  

1e   --- yáfumile (P2)   mʉ nsɨ   
it.came.from  in country 

1f   --- yábhalile (P2)  pa muntu ʉmo  
it.went  to person certain  

2a  [We  >> yaabhala  
(PFV)  

pa muntu ʉyo (D:Ref)  
 
nyilu fii mpɨtɨ]  

when  it.went to person that  black very(ideo.) big 
2b [2a]   --- bhatɨ (PFV)     

they.said  
2c   umuntu ʉyo  

(D:Ref)  
aabhala  
kʉbhʉʉzya  
(PFV)  

abhantʉ abhamwabho  

person that  he.went to.tell people fellow 
2d   --- atɨ (PFV)    [2e–2f]  

he.said  
2e [Mwe   ɨnhambakʉ  yili (PFV)   papaanɨ   

you(pl) bull  it.is  at.my.place  
2f   --- --- ya naanu]    

of who 
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

3a   --- Bhatɨ (PFV)    [3b]  
they.said  

3b   [--- Te (PRES)  yɨɨtʉ]    
it.is.not  ours  

4a   Kila muntu  akhabhalaga kwenya (P2.IPFV)  
each person he.was.going to.look  

4b   --- akhakhaanaga (P2.IPFV)  
he.was.denying  

4c   --- akhatɨnjɨ (P2.IPFV)  [4d]  
he.was.saying 

4d   [--- Te (PRES)  yaanɨ  khaala]   
it.is.not mine no 

5a [Pe  
ɨnhambakʉ  
ɨyo (D:Ref)  

we  --- bhaaga] (PFV)     

then bull 
that  

when they.found 

5b [5a]   << yɨkʉdɨɨla  
(PRG)  

   

it.stays  
5c   --- bhakhatiishi (P2.NAR)  [5d–8]  

they.said.thus 
5d [Mwebheya   tʉchanje (SUBJ)  uwulezi    

friends  let.us.contribute  millet 
5e   tʉbhoole (SUBJ)  yeneyo (Pro:Obj)   

let.us.slaughter  it 
5f   >> tulye (SUBJ)    tʉbhenensɨ  

let.us.eat  we.locals  
6   --- Tulye ishi (SUBJ)    

let.us.eat now  
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

7   >> Yifumile (ANT)  kwoshi  ɨnhambakʉ ɨnɨ (D:Prox)  
it.has.come.from  where bull this 

8   Tulyeyo (SUBJ) ɨnhambakʉ ɨnɨ] (D:Prox)  
let.us.eat.it  bull this 

9a Pe ɨnhombwa ɨyo (D:Ref)  bhachanga (PFV)  <<   
then beer that  they.contributed  

9b   bhachanga (PFV)  uwulezi    
they.contributed  millet 

9c   --- bhenga (PFV)  ɨnhombwa    
they.made  beer 

10a [Ɨnhombwa  we  --- bhakʉtɨ (PRG)     
beer  when they.say 

10b   bhamwele (SUBJ)  <<]    
they.should.drink  

10c [10a–10b]   bhagoje (SUBJ)  ɨnhambakʉ yiila (D:Dist)   
they.should.slaughter  bull that 

11a   --- Bhamwela bhʉʉlo (PFV)  
they.drank just  

11b   --- bhatɨ (PFV)    [11c]  
they.said  

11c   [--- Tʉkhaagoje (SUBJ.ITV)  isiku ɨlyamwabho]  
let.us.go.and.slaughter  day another 

12a  [We  --- padɨɨla] (PFV)    
when  there.has.stayed 

12b ɨnhambakʉ  
ɨnɨ (D:Prox)  
[12a]  

ulu  
(D:Prox)  

--- bhatiishi (PFV)  [12c]  

bull this  at.that.time they.said.thus 
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

12c [Mwebheya 
 ishi  

 tʉgoje (SUBJ)  yeneyo] (Pro:Obj)  

friends now  let.us.slaughter it 
13 Bhachanga awinza (PFV)  uwulezi    

they.contributed again  millet 
14a   --- Bhatiishi (PFV)  [14b]  

they.said.thus  
14b   [--- Tʉtɨgojeyo] (F1)    

we.will.slaughter.it  
15a  Pe  yɨkhʉʉsa (P2.NAR)  ɨng'ombe zyonti zyonti zyonti zyonti [15b]  

then  it.gathered cows all all all all 
15b  [zye  --- bháalɨ (P2)   nazyo]   

which  they.were with.them 
16a  Pɨɨpo  

(Pro:Emph)  
--- tʉkʉtɨ (PRG)   pa Lʉbhanda ʉkwo (D:Ref)  

there we.call  at Luanda there  
16b   --- tʉkʉtɨ (PRG)   kwƗleeya ʉkwo (D:Ref)  

we.call  at.Ileya there  
17a  Panaapo  

(D:Re.Ref)  
>> shɨlɨɨpo (PRES)    ishizibha  

right.there  it.is.there  lake  
17b   --- tʉkʉtɨ (PRG)  ʉLʉbhanda    

we.call  Luanda  
18a  Abheene (Pro)  bhakʉtɨ (PRG)  shizibha sha bhantʉ  

they they.say lake of people 
18b   --- bhakʉtɨ (PRG)  shizibha sha Bhanaasile  

they.say  lake of Mwasile.clan 
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

19  Pe panaapo  
(D:Re.Ref)  

ɨkhambakʉ  
liila (D:Dist)  

lɨkhalongola  
(P2.NAR)  

>> kukuula  
(D:Re.Dist)  

longoto longoto yonti ɨmɨgombe nʉ 
twana bhʉʉlo twonti nɨ  
mɨkhambakʉ ɨyamwabho bhʉʉlo  

then 
right.there  

bull that it.led right.there clop clop all cows and children just 
all and bulls other just 

20a   --- Lyalongola (PFV)  kukuula (D:Re.Dist)  
it.led  right.there 

20b   --- lyalongola (PFV)  kukuula (D:Re.Dist)  
it.led  right.there 

20c   zyonti  zyabhala (PFV)  mu shizibha   
all  they.went  in lake 

21a Mu shizibha muula  
ishizibha shiila (D:Dist)  

ɨbhanda  likhatupukha (P2.NAR)  

in lake that lake that  blood  it.bubbled.up 
21b   << shɨkhabhoola (P2.NAR)  

it.slaughtered  
22a  [We  abheneesho  bhakʉbhala kwanza] (PRG)  

when  wealthy.ones they.go to.search 
22b [22a]   kila muntu  akhatɨnjɨ (P2.IPFV)  [22c]  

each person  he.was.saying 
22c [Ɨne (Pro)   ɨng'ombe  naazimo] (PRES)    

I  cows  they.are.not.in.here 
23a   Kila muntu  akhatɨnjɨ (P2.IPFV)  [23b]  

each person he.was.saying 
23b [Ɨne (Pro)   ɨng'ombe  naazimo] (PRES)    

I  cows they.are.not.in.here 
24a   --- Bhakhazyʉngʉʉla (P2.NAR)  

they.went.around  
24b   --- bhakhazyʉngʉʉla (P2.NAR)  

they.went.around  
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

24c fwanɨ   >> zibhalile (ANT)  mu shizibha  zyonti  
gosh  they.have.gone in lake all 

25a  [Pe we  --- bhakʉbhala kwenya] (PRG)  
then when  they.go to.look 

25b [25a]   --- bhakhaaga (P2.NAR)  
they.found  

25c   ɨmɨgado  yɨlongooye (ANT)  ku shizibha   
hoof.prints  they.have.lead to lake 

26  Pe  --- bhanda kupuuta (PFV)  ku bhazimu  
then  they.started to.pray to ancestral.spirits  

27a  [We  --- bhapuuta] (PFV)    
when  they.prayed 

27b [27a]   --- bhapuuta (PFV)  ku bhazimu  
they.prayed  to ancestral.spirits  

27c   --- bhapuuta (PFV)    
they.prayed  

28   >> Yikhafuma (P2.NAR)  yeeka ɨng'ombe ɨya muntu weeka  
it.came.out  cow one of person one  

 
Free translation 
1 Long ago, I hear what the ancestors talk about, and they say, there was a bull, it had come from the country and went to a certain person. 
2 When it, the very big black one, had gone to that person, they said, this person went to tell his fellow people, he said, “You all, the bull is at my 

place, whose is it?” 
3 They said, “It’s not ours.” 
4 Each person was going to look and denying, saying, “It’s not mine, no.” 
5 Then that bull, when they realized it was staying, they said thus, “Friends, let’s contribute millet, let’s slaughter it, let’s eat, us locals. 
6 Let’s eat now. 
7 Where’s it come from, this bull?  
8 Let’s eat this bull.” 
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9 Then that beer, they contributed it, they contributed millet, they made beer. 
10 The beer, when they were saying they should drink it, they should slaughter that bull. 
11 They just drank, they said, “Let’s slaughter it another day.” 
12 When this bull had stayed for a time, they said, “Friends, now let’s slaughter it.” 
13 They contributed millet again. 
14 They said, “We’ll slaughter it.” 
15 Then it gathered all the cows which they had. 
16 There, we call it Luanda, we call it Ileya.  
17 Right there is a lake, we call it Luanda. 
18 They call it the people’s lake, they call it the lake of the Mwasiles. 
19 Then right there that bull led all the cows, all the children and the other bulls right over there, clop, clop. 
20 It led them right there, it led them right there, they all went into the lake. 
21 In that lake, that lake, the blood bubbled up, it (the lake) slaughtered them.  
22 As the wealthy ones were going to search, each person was saying, “My cows are not in here.” 
23 Each person was saying, “My cows are not in here.” 
24 They went around and around, gosh, they had all gone into the lake. 
25 Then as they went to look, they found hoof prints leading into the lake. 
26 Then they started to pray to the ancestral spirits.  
27 After they prayed, they prayed to the ancestral spirits, they prayed.  
28 One person’s cow came out. 
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Appendix B: Field 

  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1a   >> Álɨɨpo (P2)   umuntu ʉmo ɨmandɨ  
he.was.there  person one long.ago 

1b akhabhala kwanza (P2.NAR)  ɨshɨbalʉwa    
he.went to.look.for  casual.work 

2a  [We  aabhala kwanza (PFV)  ɨshɨbalʉwa    
when  he.has.gone to.look.for casual.work 

2b [2a]  mʉmʉʉla mwe  
(D:Re.Dist)  

--- akʉlɨma (PRG)  ɨshɨbalʉwa  kwa muntu ʉyo  
(D:Ref)  

 

right.there 
where  

he.farms casual.work  for person that 

2c  we  --- ashaaga (PFV)  ɨshɨbalʉwa]    
when  he.got.it casual.work 

2d [2a–2c]  akhazyaga (P2.NAR)  ɨnhela [2e]    
he.found.it  money 

2e  [zye  >> bháfushiiye (P2)   ɨmandɨ  abhakʉʉlʉ]  
which  they.buried long.ago ancestors 

3a [Pe ɨnhela ziila (D:Dist)  we  --- azyaga (PFV)  <<]    
then money that  when he.found.it 

3b [3a]   --- atɨ (PFV)    [3c]  
he.said  

3c [Ɨnhela izi (D:Prox)  ɨmpɨmbe bhʉlɨbhʉlɨ (SUBJ)  <<]    
money this  I.should.carry how 

4a   --- Atɨ (PFV)    [4b]  
he.said  

4b [Anhaa ishi ɨnhela izi (D:Prox)  inzifushile (SUBJ)  << panaapa] (D:Re.Prox)   
aha now money this  I.should.bury.it right.here 
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

5a   --- Aabhala (PFV)   kwa muntu ʉla (D:Dist) [5b]  
he.went  to person that 

5b  [we  --- ámupiiye (P2)  ɨshɨbalʉwa]    
who  he.gave.him casual.work 

5c   --- atɨ (PFV)    [5d–5e]  
he.said  

5d [Weeya  ɨnkʉlaabha (PRG)  ishiizi shiila (D:Dist)  
my.friend  I.ask.for field that 

5e   --- ɨnkale (SUBJ)    mamuntuwe]  
I.should.buy  my.friend 

6a  Umuntu ʉla (D:Dist)  atɨ (PFV)    [6b–6d]  
person that  he.said 

6b [Ishi ishiizi  
shiila (D:Dist)  

 --- ɨntagakazya (POT) <<   

now field that  I.cannot.sell  
6c  she  ʉmaayɨ  ándesheeye (P2)     

because mother she.left.to.me 
6d  she  ʉbaaba nʉ  

maayɨ  
bhándesheeye] (P2)    

because  father and 
mother 

they.left.to.me 

7a   --- Atɨ (PFV)    [7b–7c]  
he.said  

7b [Kha muntuwe   --- ɨnkʉlaabha (PRG)  
not.so my.friend I.ask  

7c   --- ɨnkale] (SUBJ)     
I.should.buy  

8   --- Akhabhala (P2.NAR)  kʉkhaaya   
he.went  home 
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

9a  [Pe we  --- aapima (PFV)  ʉla (D:Dist) [9b]   
then when  he.tested that.one 

9b  [we  amʉbhʉʉzya (PFV)  ibeeyi] [9c]    
who  he.told.him price 

9c  [ye  --- agakala] (POT)  
which  he.can.buy 

9d [9a–9c]   --- aabhala (PFV)   kʉkhaaya   
he.went  home 

10a   --- Ayaaga (PFV)     
he.found  

10b  poope  agakazya (POT)  vwonti [10c]    
if he.can.sell  everything 

10c  [vwe  --- alɨ (ANT)   navwo]   
which  he.was with.it 

10d bhanga  pe  ibeeyi  yɨtɨkwɨle (F1)     
perhaps  then price it.will.be.enough 

10e nalyoli  pe  --- akhanda kʉkazya (P2.NAR)  
truly  then he.started to.sell 

11a [Utusindaanu  twe  --- twálɨ (P2)   mu nyumba]   
little.things  which they.were in house 

11b kila khantʉ ni nyumba bhʉʉlo yonti yoope (Pro:Add)  akhakazya  
(P2.NAR)  

<<[11a]    

each thing and house just everything and.it  he.sold  
12a  Pe  --- akhabhala kʉlonga (P2.NAR)  nu muntu  kʉtɨ [12b]  

then  he.went to.talk with person to.say 
12b [Weeya ishi   --- ɨnkale (SUBJ)  ishiizi]    

friend now  I.should.buy field 
13a  Pe  umuntu ʉla  

(D:Dist)  
akhatɨ (P2.NAR)    [13b]  

then  person that he.said 
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

13b [Weeya ishi pe sawa ishiizi pe  --- ʉtɨkale (F1)  <<]    
my.friend now then ok 
field  

then you(sg).will.buy 

14   --- Aamupa (PFV)     
he.gave.him  

15a Nalyoli   --- ɨkhalolesya (P2.NAR)  kʉtɨ [15b]  
truly  it.showed that 

15b   [umuntu ʉla  
(D:Dist)  

akhashaaga  
(P2.NAR)  

ishiizi shiila]  
(D:Dist)  

  

person that  he.got.it field that 
16a [Ɨleelo vwonti  vwe  --- alɨ (ANT)   <<navwo]   

but everything which he.was with.it 
16b akhakazya (P2.NAR)  [16a]    

he.sold  
17a  She  --- ámanyile (P2)    kʉtɨ [17b–17d]  

for  he.knew that 
17b   [--- Naakazya (PFV)  vwonti    

I.have.sold  everything 
17c  vwe  --- ɨndɨ (ANT)   navwo   

which  I.was with.it 
17d   --- ɨntɨvwaje bhʉʉlo] (F1)  

I.will.get.it just 
18a  Maana  --- ámanyile (P2)   kutiishi [18b–18c]  

because  he.knew that 
18b  [Pe  --- naakabha (PFV)  ivintu ivwinji  kuliko   

then  I.have.acquired things many compared.to 
18c  vwe  --- náamɨlɨ (P2)   navwo]   

what  I.was with.it 
19a Nalyoli  pe  --- akhakabha (P2.NAR)  

truly  then he.acquired 
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

19b   --- akhakhala (P2.NAR)    
he.bought  

19c   --- akhanda kulya (P2.NAR)  
he.started.to.eat  

19d  pe  --- áyikhaaye (P2)     
then  he.lived 

19e  ni nsiku zyonti  akhabha yu (P2.NAR)  dumbwe mʉpɨtɨ sana  
and days all  he.was rich.man big very 

Free translation 
1 Long ago there was a certain person, he went to look for casual work. 
2 When he had gone looking for casual work, right there where he was farming as a casual labourer for that person (when he had got casual 

work), he found money which long ago the ancestors had buried.  
3 Then when he had found that money, he said, “How should I carry this money?” 
4 He said, “Aha, now I should bury this money right here.” 
5 He went to that person who had given him the casual work and said, “My friend, I want that field, let me buy it, my friend.” 
6 That person said, “Now that field, I cannot sell it, because mother left it to me, because father and mother left it to me.”  
7 He said, “Not so, my friend, I ask, let me buy it.” 
8 He went home. 
9 Then after he had tried out that one who told him the price at which he could buy it, he went home. 
10 And he realized if he could sell everything which he had, perhaps then the price would be manageable, so then he really started to sell. 
11 He sold the little things which were in his house, every single thing and even the house. 
12 Then he went to talk with the person, saying, “Friend, now, let me buy the field.” 
13 Then that person said, “My friend, ok, now you will buy it.” 
14 He gave it to him. 
15 Really, it was the case that that person got that field. 
16 But everything which he had had, he sold. 
17 For he knew that, “I have sold everything which I had, I will just get it.” 
18 Because he knew that, “And so I have acquired more things compared to what I had before.” 
19 Really then he acquired and bought things and started to eat, and so he lived all his days as a very big, rich man.  
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Appendix C: Ilembo 

 Pre-nuclear  Nucleus Post-nuclear 

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO 

1a Isiku limo abhantʉ bhabhɨlɨ  bhakhalongaga (P2.IPFV)  
day one  people two they.were.talking 

1b   --- bhakhatɨnjɨ (P2.IPFV) [1c]  

they.were.saying  

1c mʉnaalo ʉwa pƗlembo  waamala (PFV)  abhaana bhɨɨtʉ abhasakhaala na bhalɨndʉ bhaabho bhonti  
market of Ilembo  it.has.finished  children our boys and girls their all  

2a maama uSakolima  akhamʉbhʉzyaga (P2.IPFV)  ʉmaayɨ waanɨ ʉSankonya  
grandmother Sakolima  she.was.telling.her  mother my.Sankonya 

2b   --- bháamɨle (P2)   kʉ mpʉngo kwƗgalʉkwa  
they.were  at funeral at.Igalukwa 

3a   --- Bhakhandɨla (P2.NAR)  umuntu [3b]   
they.started.with  person  

3b  [we  --- áfuuye (P2)   kʉ Shɨkʉngwa]  
who  he.died at Shikungwa 

3c   --- bhakhabhala kʉsyɨla (P2.NAR)  kʉ Magabho   
they.went to.bury  at Magao 

4a   USakolima  akhamʉbhʉʉzya (P2.NAR)  ʉmaayɨ ʉSankonya  
Sakolima  she.told.her  mother Sankonya  

4b   --- akhatɨ (P2.NAR)  [4c–4d]  
she.said  

4c   [--- Umanyile (ANT)    kʉtɨ  
you(sg).have.known that  

4d ʉmʉnaalo ʉwa pƗlembo  wʉtɨmale (F1)  abhaana bhɨɨtʉ bhonti]  
market of at.Ilembo  it.will.finish  children our all 

5a   --- Akhajendeelela kʉlonga (P2.NAR)  kʉtɨ [5b–6b]  
she.continued to.talk  to.say  
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 Pre-nuclear  Nucleus Post-nuclear 

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO 

5b [Bhoope abhaana  
(Pro:Add) 

bhe  --- twapaapa (PFV)     

and.they children  who we.have.borne 
5c   [6b]  bhabha (PFV)  bhelengani nɨmfwa  

they.are  fools very.much 
6a Bhatakwogopa (PRG)  ɨnge mpʉngo imbiibhi mansi  

they.are.not.afraid  even disease bad very  
6b  ye  --- bhakʉlonga (PRG)  mu lediyo]   

which  they.talk on radio 
7a maayɨ ʉSankonya  akhatɨ (P2.NAR)  [7b–9b]  

mother Sankonya  she.said  
7b   [--- Lakha    mandabha weewe 

stop  my.friend you(sg) 
8a Ɨne nyeene abhaanɨ  

(Pro) 
bhe  --- bhatɨndeshe shiniishi (F1)     

I (emph.) my.ones who they.will.leave.me right.now 
8b   --- bhatifwe (F1)     

they.will.die  
8c   bhonti  bhatisile (F1)     

they.all  they.will.perish 
9a Ishi nyeene   >> alɨɨpo (PRES)    weeka  

now (emph.)  he.is.there  one 
9b  we  ayandile akuduvula (ANT)  ɨkosomolo  kukusha mesu]   

who  he.has.started he.is.coughing  cough it.dawns completely  
10a   USakolima  akhalonga (P2.NAR)  

Sakolima  she.talked  
10b   --- akhatɨ (P2.NAR)  [10c–11e]  

she.said  
10c [Maanyi tʉkhonzye bhʉlɨ (SUBJ)   nabho abhaana nyeene 

I.do.not.know we.should.do what  with.them children (emph.)  
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 Pre-nuclear  Nucleus Post-nuclear 

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO 

11a Ɨwe (Pro)   --- yeenya (IMP)   
you(sg) look  

11b bhoope  
(Pro:Add)  

bhe  --- --- abhaana abhasakhaala  

and.they  who children boys 
11c   --- bhaatala (PFV)     

they.have.started  
11d   --- bhakʉlɨnda (PRG)   mʉ mɨkooko yaabho yalɨɨnɨ (D:Prox)  

they.spend.the.day   in rubbish their this  
11e  ye  --- bhakʉtɨ (PRG)  ɨmɨdebho]    

 which   they.call videos 
12a   Sankonya  akhatoneela (P2.NAR)  

Sankonya  she.interrupted  
12b   --- akhatɨ (P2.NAR)  [12c–14b]  

she.said  
12c   [--- Bhakwenya (PRG)  wusiku wonti pakhaaya  

they.watch  night all at.home 
12d   --- bhakwinukha (PRG)  

they.return  
12e  we  --- kukusha (PRG)  

when  to.dawn 
13   --- Ɨnhabhale (SUBJ.ITV)  kwoshi  Sakolima we nu  

wugoosi wonti uwu  
(D:Prox)  

I.should.go  where Sakolima you(sg)  
with old.age all this  

14a   --- Wu (PRES)  naanu    
it.is  who 

14b  we  akhayɨnsyɨla (F2)  ɨnzɨɨne nyeene] (Pro) 
who  he.will.bury.me like.me (emph.) 
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 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO 

15a   --- Akhalɨla (P2.NAR)  
she.cried  

15b   --- akhalɨla (P2.NAR)  
she.cried  

16a [Fwanɨ  luula we (D:Dist)  bhakʉlonga (PRG)  pa mpʉngo paala (D:Dist)  
gosh  that.time when they.talk at funeral there  

16b  pe  --- bh�ḱhaaye] (P2)     
where  they.sat  

16c [16a–16b]   >> álɨɨpo (P2)    ʉMwende [16d]  
she.was.there  Mwende  

16d  [we  akhɨmvwaga] (P2.IPFV)    [16e]  
who  she.was.listening   

16e [uSakolima nʉ  
Sankonya 

we  << bhakʉyɨlʉmbʉʉzya] (PRG)  

Sakolima and  
Sankonya  

when  they.are.lamenting 

17 Anheele   ʉMwende  akhoole (SUBJ)     
stop  Mwende   she.should.wail 

18 Ɨmpʉngo yonti  abhantʉ  --- bhakhazʉmbʉnhana (P2.NAR)  
funeral whole  people they.were.in.disarray 

19a   Mwende  akhatɨ (P2.NAR)  [19b–22]  
Mwende  she.said  

19b [Mwe bhantanda mwemwe mwe  
you(pl) women you(pl) you(pl) 

20a Ɨnongwa  zye  --- mwalonga (PFV)  <<   
news  which you(pl).have.talked 

20b   --- zyanhola nhaani (PFV)  
has.sunk.in very.much  
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 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO 

21a Nakʉmbʉkha (PFV)  abhaana bha
anɨ  

  

I.have.remembered  children my 
21b  bhe  --- bháfuuye (P2)  uwukimwi    

who they.died AIDS 
22 mʉnaalo ʉnʉ mwe  wʉtɨmale (F1)  abhaana bhɨɨtʉ bhonti]  

market this you(pl) it.will.finish children our all 
23a [mwantanda  

ʉwamwabho  
we  --- áamɨle (P2)   pa mpʉngo paala] (D:Dist)  

woman other who she.was at funeral there 
23b   [23a]  akhatoneela kʉlonga (P2.NAR)  

she.interrupted to.talk 
24a USakolima nʉ Sankonya  bhakhamʉbhʉʉzya (P2.NAR)  ʉMwende    

Sakolima and Sankonya  they.told.her  Mwende  
24b   --- bhakhatɨ (P2.NAR)  [25c–29b]  

they.said  
24c   [--- Jimbaga bhʉʉlo (IMP.IPFV)  

pull.together just  
25   --- tɨlɨle (F1)     

you(sg).will.cry  
26 Ɨpeene pe  

maybe then  
--- bhatɨzyʉshe leelo (F1)  

they.will.rise.again now 
27a Akhasuuto  khe  --- khatukushile (PFV)  

little.dust  which it.has.dissipated 
27b   ɨlya kʉbhomba  lye naalimo (PRES)  

of to.do  it.is it.is.not.there 
28a Mwebheya   --- mwenye (SUBJ)  ʉmʉnaalo ʉwo pƗlembo (D:Ref)  

friends you(pl).should.look market that at.Ilembo 
28b   --- wʉtɨbhamale] (F1)  

it.will.finish.them  
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 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S V O/C  Post-NI  Post-NO 

29a   --- Tʉshɨmbɨɨlɨle (SUBJ)  kwa Mʉlʉngʉ   
we.should.run.to  to God 

29b  pe  --- tʉtɨpone (F1)  ɨmpʉngo ɨnɨ (D:Prox)  
then we.will.avoid disease this 

 

Free translation 
1 One day two people were talking, saying, “Ilembo market has finished off our children, all their boys and girls.” 
2 Grandmother Sakolima was telling my mother Sankonya, they were at a funeral at Igalukwa. 
3 They started with a person who had died at Shikungwa, they went to bury him at Magao. 
4 Sakolima told mother Sankonya, saying, “You know that Ilembo market will finish off all our children.” 
5 She continued to talk, saying, “Even the children we have borne are utter fools. 
6 They are not even afraid of the very bad disease which they are talking about on the radio.” 
7 Mother Sankonya said, “Stop, my friend. 
8 As for me, the ones who will leave me right now, they will die, they will all perish. 
9 Even now there is one who has started coughing and coughing, the whole day long.” 
10 Sakolima talked and said, “I don’t know what we should do with these children.  
11 You, look, the boys have started to spend the day watching this rubbish which they call videos.” 
12 Sankonya interrupted, saying, “They watch all night at home and return when it is dawn. 
13 Where should I go, Sakolima, with all this old age? 
14 Who is it who will bury me?” 
15 She cried and cried. 
16 When they were talking there at that funeral, where they sat, Mwende was there, who was listening to Sakolima and Sankonya lamenting. 
17 And Mwende wailed. 
18 The whole funeral, people were in disarray. 
19 Mwende said, “You women you! 
20 The news you have talked about has sunk in completely. 
21 I remember my children who died of AIDS. 
22 This market, you all, it will finish off all our children.” 
23 Another woman who was at the funeral there interrupted and talked. 
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24 Sakolima and Sankonya told Mwende, saying, “Just pull yourself together.  
25 Are you going to cry?  
26 Do you think then they will rise again?  
27 Dust to dust, there is nothing to do. 
28 Friends, you should look at this Ilembo market, it will finish them off.” 
29 We should run to God, then we will avoid this disease. 
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Appendix D: Lion 

 Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1a [Ɨmandɨ kʉlʉsalo ʉkwo she (D:Ref)  --- ɨnkwɨmvwa] (PRG)  
long.ago back there as  I.hear 

1b [1a]   --- bhakʉtɨ (PRG)    [1c]  
they.say  

1c   [ishijiiji shimo  sháalɨ (P2)   apatali nɨmfwa nɨ sɨpɨtaale]  
village certain  it.was far very from hospital 

2 Ihuduma inyinji nɨmfwa  zyálɨ (P2)   ukutali ni vijiiji   
services many very they.were far from villages 

3a  Pe isiku limo  umuntu ʉmo  akhabhina sana (P2.NAR)  
then day one  person certain he.was.ill very.much 

3b   --- akhabhina (P2.NAR)  
he.was.ill  

4a  [Pe we  --- bhakʉpeleelezya] (PRG)  
then when they.investigate  

4b [4a]   --- bhakutiishi (PRG)  [4c–4e]  
they.say.thus  

4c [Mwe   --- tʉkhonzye bhʉlɨ (SUBJ)  
you(pl) we.should.do what  

4d   --- tʉkhonzye bhʉlɨ (SUBJ)  
we.should.do what  

4e  ʉwamwɨtʉ ʉnʉ (D:Prox)  --- mubhinu]    
our.companion this  ill 

5a   --- Ikhabiidi (P2.NAR)  kutiishi  
[5b]  

it.was.necessary  that 
5b   [--- bhatiishi] (PFV)  [5c]  

they.said.thus  
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 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

5c [Mwebheya   umuntu ʉnʉ (Pro)  --- wa kʉmʉtwala kʉ sɨpɨtaale]   
friends  person this  of to.take.him to hospital 

6   Ɨsɨpɨtaale yiila (D:Dist)  yáalɨ (P2)   ukutali khansi ni shijiiji shiila 
(D:Dist)  

hospital that  it.was  far a.little from village that 
7a  [Pe mwe  --- bhatɨjende (F1)   muula] (D:Dist)   

then where  they will walk in there 
7b   [7a]  mwálɨ (P2)  ɨtata    

in.there.was   bush 
8 Khabhɨlɨ   ɨnsama zyope (Pro:Add)  zyálɨɨpo (P2)   mwɨ tata liila  

(D:Dist)  
 

also  lions and.they they.were.there in bush that 
9 Ɨvɨkhanʉ ɨshɨkholo nɨ shɨkholo vwonti  vwálɨɨpo (P2)   mwɨ tata muula (D:Dist)  

animals kind and kind all  they.were.there in bush that 
10a Basi abhantʉ bhaala (D:Dist)  ikhabiidi (P2.NAR)  

well people those  it.was.necessary 
10b   << bhapinye (SUBJ)  umuntu ʉla  

(D:Dist)  
mwi pagali   

they.should.tie  person that on stretcher 
11a  [We  --- bhamupinya (PFV)   mwi pagali]   

when  they.tied.him on stretcher 
11b basi [11a]   --- bhakhanda kʉshʉʉla (P2.NAR)  nawo kʉmʉtwala kʉ sɨpɨtaale  

well  they.started to.journey with.him to.take.him to 
hospital 

12a   --- Bhakhajenda (P2.NAR)  
they.walked  

12b   --- bhakhajenda (P2.NAR)  
they.walked  

12c   --- bhakhajenda (P2.NAR)  
they.walked  
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 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

13   --- Bhakhafikha (P2.NAR)  mwɨ sengo   
they.arrived  in bush 

14a [Pe ishi  we  --- bhaafikha (PFV)   mwɨ sengo]   
then now  when they.arrived in bush 

14b [14a]   --- ikhabiidi (P2.NAR)  
it.was.necessary  

14c   --- bhasɨɨbhe nɨmfwa (SUBJ)  [14d]   

they.should.think very.much  

14d  [she  --- bhatishile (F1)   mwɨ sengo muula] (D:Dist)  
how  they.will.pass  in bush that 

14e  maana  --- mʉlɨ (ANT)  ɨvɨkhanʉ    
because  in.there.are animals 

15a [Ɨshɨkhanʉ ɨsha kwanda she  bháshituuyile nhaani (P2)  <<]    
animal of first which  they.feared very.much 

15b   [15a]  ye (PRES)  nsama    
it.is  lion 

16a [Niishi  we  --- bhakʉjenda] (PRG)  
and.now  when they.walk 

16b [16a]   --- bhakhafikha (P2.NAR)  amahali pamʉ  
they.arrived place certain 

16c  pe  ɨnsama  yikhabhuusa (P2.NAR)  
then  lion it.roared 

16d   --- yɨkhatama (P2.NAR)  
it cried  

16e   --- yɨkhatama (P2.NAR)  
it.cried  

17a   Abhantʉ bhaala  
(D:Dist)  

bhakhalenzya  
(P2.NAR)  

umubhinu    

people those  they.dropped sick.person 
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 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

17b   --- bhakhatiishi (P2.NAR)  [17c]  
they.said.thus  

17c   [--- Twɨmɨle ʉmwoyo] (IMP)  
help.us heart  

18   --- Bhakhashɨmbɨla nɨmfwa (P2.NAR)  
they.ran.away very.much  

19 Pe leelo woope umubhinu ʉla mwi pagali  
muula fwanɨ (Pro:Add) (D:Dist)  

<< akhasatʉkha (P2.NAR)  

then well and.he sick.person that on stretcher 
that gosh  

he.came.untied 

20a Umuntu ʉla (D:Dist)  akhashɨmbɨla (P2.NAR)  [20b]  
person that  he.ran.away  

20b  [we  bhaala (D:Dist)  bhakʉtɨ] (PRG)    [20c–20e]  
when  those they.say 

20c   [--- Tumuleshile (ANT)  umubhinu    
we.have.left.him  sick.person 

20d fwanɨ   umubhinu  ---    
gosh  sick.person  

20e  we  --- alongoleeye] (ANT)    
who he.has.gone.ahead  

21a [Pe ishi  pe  --- ɨkhabhonekha (P2.NAR)  kutiishi [21b]  
then now  then  it.was.clear  that 

21b  [we  --- bhakutiishi] (PRG)  [21c]  
when  they.say.thus 

21c [Khondeeye umubhinu  
wɨɨtʉ  

pe  ɨnsama  yiliiye (ANT)  <<]    

perhaps sick.person our then  lion it.has.eaten 
21d [21a–21c]  --- bháajile (P2)     

they.found  
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21e   woope (Pro:Add)  akutiishi (PRG)  [21f]  
and.he he.says.thus  

21f [Mwebheya   >> twafikha (PFV)    twenti]  
friends  we.have.arrived all  

22   >> Khakhasyala (P2.NAR)  khaswigo  
it.remained  surprise 

 

Free translation 
1 I hear long ago they say a certain village was very far from the hospital.  
2 Very many services were far from villages. 
3 Then one day a certain person was very ill, he was ill. 
4 As they deliberated, they were saying, “You all, what should we do, what should we do, our companion is ill.” 
5 It was necessary that they said thus, “Friends, this person needs to be taken to hospital.” 
6 That hospital was a little far away from that village. 
7 Then in there where they will walk, it was bush.  
8 Also, lions were in that bush. 
9 All kinds of animals were there in that bush. 
10 Well, those people, it was necessary that they should tie that person to the stretcher.  
11 When they had tied him to the stretcher, well, they started to journey with him to take him to the hospital. 
12 They walked and walked and walked. 
13 They arrived in the bush. 
14 Then now after they had arrived in the bush, it was necessary that they should think very much how they will pass through that bush, because 

there were animals in it. 
15 The animal which they feared the most was the lion.  
16 And now when they walked, they arrived at a certain place, then the lion roared, it cried and cried. 
17 Those people, they dropped the sick person and said thus, “Have mercy on us.” 
18 Then they ran away. 
19 Then, well, that sick person on that stretcher, gosh, he untied himself. 
20 That person ran away, while the others were saying, “We have left the sick person, gosh, the sick person is the one who has gone ahead.” 
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21 Then it was as they were saying thus, “Perhaps the lion has eaten our sick person”, that they found him, and he was saying, “Friends, we have 
all arrived!” 

22 Surprise remained. 
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Appendix E: Mbiida 

 Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1a  Ɨmandɨ  >> álɨɨpo (P2)    umuntu ʉmo  
long.ago  he.was.there person certain  

1b   ɨtaawa lyakwe  áamɨle wu (P2)  Mbiida    
name his he.was it.is  Mbiida  

1c   --- ápeliilwe (P2)   nʉ Mʉlʉngʉ  akhinza  
he.was.created  by God well 

2a   --- Áalɨ (P2)  muntu ʉmo [2b]   
he.was  person certain 

2b  [we  --- áalɨ (P2)  mwinza inhaani]  
who  he.was  handsome very  

2c [nalyoli  we  --- ʉkwenya] (PRG)  
truly  when you(sg).look 

2d [2c]   --- akhalolekhaga (P2.IPFV)  kʉtɨ [3]  
he.was.appearing  that  

2e   [--- --- mwinza]    
handsome  

3 Umuntu ʉyo (D:Ref)  kufuma kuku wunsi 
waakwe  

<< áamɨle (P2)  mwinza    

person that from at childhood 
his  

he.was  handsome  

4a  [We  --- aakʉla] (PFV)     
when  he.has.grown  

4b [4a]  abha mutunta bhʉʉlo abhɨ nhaaya hiila yonti 
(D:Dist)  

bhakhanda kuswiga (P2.NAR)  nawo  [4c]  

of youth just of village that whole  they.started to.be.surprised  with.him  
4c  [she  --- áalɨ (P2)  mwinza]    

how  he.was  handsome  
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5 Pe uMbiida  amanha gaakwe aga kwega ʉmʉshɨ  gakhafikha (P2.NAR)  
then Mbiida  years his of to.take wife  they.arrived 

6a   Abhalɨndʉ  bhámuganile nhaani (P2)  
girls  they.loved.him very.much 

6b [wowonti  we  --- áamɨle (P2)  mwana mʉlɨndʉ]   
anyone  who she.was child girl 

6c   [6b]  akhatɨnjɨ (P2.IPFV)  [6d–6e]  
she.was.saying 

6d [mʉsakhaala ʉyo (D:Ref)  aganeega (POT)  neene (Pro)    
young.man that  he.can.take.me  me  

6e   --- ɨngasha (POT)  nhaani]    
I.can.be.happy very.much 

7a Woope uMbiida (Pro:Add)  atakhanzaga (P2.IPFV)  kʉtɨ [7b]  
and.he Mbiida  he.was.not.wanting that 

7b [angeega nalʉbhɨlo (POT)  ʉmʉshɨ]    
he.can.take quickly  wife  

8a   --- Atakhatʉʉyaga ngakheeka (P2.IPFV)  
he.was.not.afraid not.even.a.little  

8b   --- ámanyile (P2)    kʉtɨ [8c–d]  
he.knew  that  

8c [isiku  ɨnge lye --- atɨ] (ANT)    
day  if which he.said  

8d [8c] ʉmʉsanyʉʉnʉ  --- akwega] (PRG)     
today  he.marries 

8e   --- te akhayɨmbe khaala (F1)  
not he.should.suffer at.all  

8f   --- yeenya (IMP)     
look  

8g   bhonti  bhamuganile inhaani] (ANT)  
all  they.love.him very.much  
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9   Tʉbhantʉ  tʉkʉjenda (PRG)  ni nsiku   
we.people  we.walk with.day 

10a   Abhalɨndʉ  bhakhanda kʉkhatampa (P2.NAR)  
girls  they.started to.despair 

10b   --- bhakhalola (P2.NAR)  
they.saw  

10c   --- akʉbheenya bhʉʉlo (PRG)  
he.looks.at.them just  

10d   --- atakʉlɨnga poope kʉlonga (PRG)  nabho khaala   
he.does.not.try even to.talk with.them at.all 

11a   Abhalɨndʉ  bhakhatɨ (P2.NAR)  [11b]  
girls  they.said 

11b  [Jibha  --- atakʉtʉgana ɨngalyeka] (PRG)  
perhaps he.does.not.love.us not.even.a.little 

12a [Ɨmpʉga ɨya bhalɨndʉ  we  << bhaaga] (PFV)     
crowd of girls  when  they.have.met  

12b fwanɨ [13a]   --- atakʉlonga (PRG)  na woope nʉʉmo (Pro:Add)  
gosh  he.does.not.talk  with and.he even.one  

12c   --- bhakhatɨ (P2.NAR)  [12d–12e]  
they.said  

12d  [Jibha  --- ashɨɨlɨ kʉkʉla akhinza  
perhaps  he.has.not.yet to.grow well  

12e   --- tʉmwenyeelezye asuuti] (SUBJ)  
we.should.look.at.him first 

13a   Bhamu  bhakhalɨnga kʉmʉbhʉzɨɨlɨzya (P2.NAR)  kʉtɨ [13b]  
others  they.tried to.ask.him that  

13b [We Mbiida  ʉmʉshɨ  te ʉkheeje khaala (F1)  <<]    
you(sg) Mbiida  wife  not you(sg).should.take at.all  

14a   UMbiida  akhatɨnjɨ (P2.IPFV)  [14b]  
Mbiida  he.was.saying 
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 Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

14b   [--- Ɨnshɨɨlɨ kʉkʉla]     
I.am.still to.grow  

15a [Panaapo abhalɨndʉ  
bhaala (D:Dist)  

bhe  --- bhákulile peeka (P2)  na woope]  
(Pro:Add)  

right.there girls those who they.grew together  with and.he  
15b   [15a]  bhakhamʉgʉʉla (P2.NAR)  

they.waited.for.him  
15c   --- bhakhapootwa (P2.NAR)  

they.were.defeated  
15d bhakhanda kwanza (P2.NAR)  abhasakhaala abhanjɨ  

they.started to.look.for  men other  
15e   --- bhakhabhaaga (P2.NAR)  

they.met.them  
15f   >> bhakheejelwa (P2.NAR)  bhonti  

they.got.married  all  
16a [Pe na bhasakhaala  bhe  --- bhákulile peeka (P2)  nu Mbiida]   

then and men who they.grew together with Mbiida  
16b   bhonti [16a]  bhakheega  

(P2.NAR)  
abhashɨ    

all  they.married wives 
16c   >> akhasyala (P2.NAR)  wʉʉyo mwene (Pro:Emph)  

he.remained  he himself 
17a   --- Áamɨle (P2)    [17b]  

he.was  
17b  [she  --- akʉyɨlola (PRG)   nu winza waakwe]  

how  he.sees.himself  and handsomeness his  
17c   abhalɨndʉ bhonti  bhakhakhatampa (P2.NAR)  

girls all  they.despaired  
17d   --- bhakhalekha na kʉmʉsɨɨbha (P2.NAR)  

they.stopped and to.think.of.him 
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 Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

18a  [Pe we  --- adɨɨla] (PFV)     
then when  he.has.stayed  

18b [18a]   ɨnsɨɨbho  yɨkhamwaga (P2.NAR)  kʉtɨ [18c]  
thought  it.came.to.him  that  

18c   [woope (Pro:Add)  ayeeje (SUBJ)  ʉmʉshɨ]    
and.he  he.should.take wife 

19   UMbiida  akhanda kwanza  
(P2.NAR)  

abhalɨndʉ    

Mbiida  he.started  
to.look.for  

girls 

20a  Pe  --- akhalola (P2.NAR)  kʉtɨ [20b]  
then  he.saw  that  

20b [woope (Pro:Add)   insiku  zyafikha (PFV)    kʉtɨ] [20c]  
and.he  days  they.have.arrived  that 

20c   [--- ayeeje (SUBJ)  ʉmʉshɨ]    
he.should.take  wife 

21a [Abhalɨndʉ bhonti  bhe  --- bháalɨ (P2)  bhinza]    
girls all who they.were beautiful 

21b   abhanjɨ [21a]  bhakheega  
(P2.NAR)  

bhenebho (Pro:Obj)  

others they.married them 
22a [Peeka nɨ baado  lye  --- áamɨle (P2)  na lyope] (Pro:Add)  

together with pride  which he.was with and.it 
22b [22a]   --- akhaswiga nhaani (P2.NAR)  [22c]  

he.was.surprised very.much  
22c  [we  --- ayaaga akwanza kʉbholela] (PFV)  

when  he.has.found he.wants to.have.no.spouse  
23a   Abhalɨndʉ  bhakhapela bhagʉʉla (P2.NAR)  

girls  they.caused they.have.waited  
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 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

23b   --- bhapootwa (PFV)  
they.have.been.defeated 

23c   --- bhakhalola (P2.NAR)  kʉtɨ [23d]  
they.saw  that  

23d   [>> atalɨ (ANT)  wʉʉyo mwene khaala]  
he.was.not.there  he himself at.all 

23e bhakhasha bhʉʉlo kwejilwa (P2.NAR)   na bhasakhaala abhanjɨ  
they.were.happy just to.be.taken by men other 

24a   --- Akhajenda (P2.NAR)  mwɨ syɨla na mʉ masyɨla  
he.walked  in bank and in banks 

24b   --- akhapootwa nzɨɨla (P2.NAR)  
he.was.defeated completely  

25a   UMbiida  atakhabha (P2.NAR)  nu wushevu ɨngaweeka  
Mbiida  he.was.not with cunning not.even.a.little  

25b   --- akhatɨ (P2.NAR)  [25c–25f]  
he.said  

25c [Abhalɨndʉ bhonti  bhe  --- --- bhinza    
girls all  who  beautiful  

25d   abhanjɨ fwanɨ  bhakheega  
(P2.NAR)  

bhonti [25c]    

others gosh  they.took  all 
25e   --- maanyi (PRES)     

I.do.not.know  
25f   --- ɨnhonzye bhʉlɨ] (SUBJ)  

I.should.do what  
26a  Pe  akhamwaga (P2.NAR)  ʉmʉlɨndʉ weeka [26b–26c]  

then  he.met.her  girl one 
26b  [we  --- álemaaye (P2)  ɨvɨnama vwakwe vwonti  

who  she.was.lame legs her both 
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 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

26c  na  bhasakhaala abhanjɨ  bhakusiita kʉmwega] (PRG)  
and men other they.refuse to.take.her  

26d   --- yɨkhalolekha (P2.NAR)  kʉtɨ [26e]  
it.seemed  that  

26e   [uMbiida  ayeeje (SUBJ)  wʉnʉʉyo] (D:Re.Ref)  
Mbiida  he.should.take  that 

27a   --- Ge (PRES)  mayɨmba  kwa muntu [27b]   
they.are  sufferings for person 

27b  [we  --- akʉyɨlola (PRG)    kʉtɨ] [27c]  
who  he.sees.himself that  

27c   [--- --- mwinza]    
handsome  

27d   abhanjɨ  bhatangabha (PRES)  ɨnza weene (Pro)   
others  they.are.not like him 

28 Akhatala kʉyɨmba nɨmfwa (P2.NAR)   nʉ mʉshɨ ʉwa shɨlema ɨsha vɨnama 
he.started to.suffer very.much  with wife of lameness of legs  

29a  Ku liizi  ʉmʉshɨ ʉyo (D:Ref)  akhapotwaga kʉbhala (P2.IPFV)  
to river  wife that  she.was.being.defeated to.go  

29b kwope ku vwizi ukutali (Pro:Add)  --- yáalɨ (P2)  mbombo kʉyagaata  
and.there to fields far  it.was  work to.go  

30a   Akhapango ɨkha  khakʉtʉmanyɨzya (PRG)  kʉtɨ [30b]  
story this  it.teaches.us  that  

30b   [--- tʉtabhanje (SUBJ)  nɨ baado khaala]  
we.should.not.be  with pride at.all  

30c  poope  [30d]  ʉgabha (POT)     
even  you(sg).can.be  

30d  [we  --- --- mʉlɨndʉ]    
who  girl  

30e   nɨɨwe (Pro:Add)  ʉgabholela (POT)  
and.you  you(sg).can.have.no.spouse 
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 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

31a Akhantʉ khokhonti  tʉbhombaje (SUBJ.IPFV)  paala apakʉtɨ   
thing any we.should.be.doing there where.it.is. 

needed  
31b   << khabhombwe (SUBJ)  

it.should.be.done  
31c   --- ɨnge wadɨɨla nhaani kʉbhomba (PFV)  

if you(sg).have.stayed very.much to.do  
31d   --- khakʉnanjɨkha (PRG)  

it.is.spoiled  
 

Free translation 
1 Long ago there was a certain person, his name was Mbiida and he was well created by God. 
2 He was a person who was very handsome, when you were looking, he would look handsome. 
3 That person, from his childhood, he was handsome. 
4 When he had grown, the youth of the whole village began to be surprised by him and how handsome he was. 
5 Then for Mbiida, the time to take a wife came. 
6 The girls loved him very much, anyone who was a girl would say, “That young man can take me and I can be very happy.” 
7 But Mbiida was not wanting to take a wife quickly. 
8 He was not even a little afraid, he knew that the day on which he says today he will marry, he won’t have any problem, you see, everyone 

loved him a lot. 
9 There is a time for everything. 
10 The girls started to despair, they saw he was just looking at them and not even trying to talk with them at all. 
11 The girls said, “Perhaps he doesn’t even love us a little bit.” 
12 When the girls realized that, gosh, he doesn’t talk with anyone at all, they said, “Perhaps he hasn’t yet grown properly, we should look at him 

first.” 
13 Others tried to ask him, saying, “You, Mbiida, are you not going to take a wife at all?” 
14 Mbiida would say, “I am still growing.” 
15 Those girls right there who grew up together with him, they waited for him and were defeated, and started to look for other men, met them 

and all got married. 
16 Then the men who grew up together with Mbiida, all of them took wives, he alone remained. 
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17 He was just seeing himself with his handsomeness, all the girls despaired and stopped thinking of him. 
18 Then after a while, the thought came to him that he should also take a wife. 
19 Mbiida started to look for girls. 
20 Then he saw that that the days have arrived for him to take a wife. 
21 All the girls who were beautiful, others married them. 
22 As well as being proud, he was very surprised when he realized he wanted not to have a wife. 
23 The girls waited and failed, and saw that he was not the only one and they were just happy to be married by other men. 
24 He walked over hill and dale and failed completely. 
25 Mbiida was not even a little bit clever, he said, “All the girls who are beautiful, gosh, others have taken them all.” 
26 Then he met one girl who was lame in both her legs and other men were refusing to take her, it seemed that Mbiida should take that one. 
27 These are the sufferings for a person who sees himself as handsome and that others are not like him. 
28 He started to suffer a lot with the wife who was lame in her legs. 
29 That wife couldn’t go to the river and getting to fields far away was hard. 
30 This story teaches us that we shouldn’t be proud, also even if you are a girl, as it can mean you do not get a spouse. 
31 We should be doing what is needed when it should be done, if you wait too long to do it, it will be spoiled. 
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Appendix F: Nshoolanyo 

  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

1a   >> Álɨɨpo (P2)   umuntu ʉmo  
he.was.there  person certain 

1b   --- áamɨle (P2)   nɨ baado ɨpɨtɨ nɨmfwa  
he.was  with pride big very 

2 Ɨtaawa lyakwe  bhakhatɨnjɨ wʉ (P2.IPFV)  Nshoolanyo    
name his  they.were.saying it.is Nshoolanyo  

3a   --- Áamɨle (P2)  mʉkenja    
he.was  bachelor  

3b   ɨweene (Pro)  áamɨle (P2)  nɨ mbombo ɨya kʉshoolanya abhashɨ [3c] 
he  he.was  with work of to.insult wives  

3c  [bhe  abhamwabho  bheega] (PFV)     
who  their.companions  they.have.taken  

4 Isiku limo  ʉNkwenya  akheega  
(P2.NAR)  

ʉmʉshɨ    

day one  Nkwenya  he.took  wife 
5 mʉlɨndʉ ʉla (D:Dist)  áamɨle (P2)  mwana wa Nkʉpaapa  

girl that  she.was  child of Nkupaapa  
6a   Nshoolanyo  akhɨmvwa (P2.NAR)  kʉtɨ [6b]  

Nshoolanyo  he.heard  that  
6b   [ʉNkwenya  ayeejile (ANT)  ʉmʉshɨ ʉmwana wa Nkʉpaapa]  

Nkwenya  he.has.taken  wife child of Nkupaapa  
7a   --- Akhasekha nɨmfwa (P2.NAR)  

he.laughed very.much  
7b  paka  --- akhagalagaata (P2.NAR)  na paasi   

until  he.rolled.around  and below  
7c   --- akhatɨ (P2.NAR)  [7d–7e]  

he.said  
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

7d [Yooli mwebheya abha Nkwenya  pe  << bhapootwa  
kwanza (PFV)  

abhalɨndʉ abha kwega  

but friends of Nkwenya  then  they.have.been. 
defeated 
to.want  

girls of to.take  

7e  paka  aabhala kwega (PFV)  abha Nkwɨtɨkha bhʉʉlo]  
until  he.has.gone to.take  of Nkwitikha just  

8a   Nshoolanyo  akhatɨ (P2.NAR)  [8b–9d]  
Nshoolanyo  he.said  

8b   [Abha Nkwɨtɨkha  ---    
of Nkwitikha  

8c  bhe  --- tʉkʉtɨ (PRG)  abhalɨndʉ  
abhabhiibhi  

mʉ nsɨ ɨnɨ  
(D:Prox)  

 

 who  we.call  girls bad in country  
this  

9a  Poope  umuntu  agatɨ (POT)  
even  person  he.can.say  

9b   --- abhɨɨshe (SUBJ)  ɨnzʉmbɨ nʉ mʉlɨndʉ ʉnʉ ʉNkwɨtɨkha  
(D:Prox)  

he.should.put  hyena and girl this Nkwitikha  
9c kwomo pe  ɨneegaje (SUBJ.IPFV)  ɨnzʉmbɨ    

better then  I.should.be.taking  hyena  
9d poope she  --- --- ya mwɨ laala mansɨ]  

even how  of in bush though 
10a   Nshoolanyo  --- ʉweene (Pro) [10b]   

Nshoolanyo  he  
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 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

10b  [ye  --- yáamɨlɨ (P2)  mbombo  
yaakwe  
kʉshoolanya  
na  
kusipanya]  

[10c]   

 who  it.was  work his  
to.insult and  
bad-mouth  

 

10c  [kwe  abhamwabho  bheega] (PFV)   [10d–10e] 
where  their.companions  they.have.taken 

10d  [na  bhalɨndʉ  ---   [10e]  
and  girls  

10e  kwe  --- bheejelwa] (PFV)    
where  they.have.been.taken 

11a Isiku limo  --- akhatɨ (P2.NAR)  [11b–11g]  
day one he.said  

11b   [Ɨne (Pro)  ɨnge ɨnkwega  
(PRG)  

ʉmʉshɨ    

I  if I.take wife  
11c   --- ɨnhayeega (F2)  ʉmʉlɨndʉ    

I.will.take  girl 
11d  we  --- ɨnge naashila (PFV)  nawo pa bhantʉ 

who  if I.have.passed with.her by people 
11e   --- bhakhasyalaje (SUBJ.ITV.IPFV)  

they.should.go.and.be.remaining 
11f   amiiso gaabho  gakʉbhabhobha (PRG)  

eyes their  they.hurt 
11g  ni  nsisi  zikhapenyukhaje  

(SUBJ.ITV.IPFV)  
mʉ matwe gaabho]  

and  hairs  they.should.go.and.fall.out in heads their  
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

12 Weeya ʉNshoolanyo nayooli  << akhapela  
(P2.NAR)  

akhaswigo  pa khakhaaya khaabho na  
kʉ bhantʉ bhonti  

friend Nshoolanyo truly  he.brought  surprise  to town their and  
to people all 

13a Akheega (P2.NAR)  ʉmʉshɨ [13b]   
he.took  wife 

13b  [we  --- akʉlama] (PRG)  ʉngatɨ lɨzʉbha  
who  she.shines  like sun 

13c   abhantʉ  bhakhatɨ (P2.NAR)  [13d–13f]  
people  they.said 

13d [Mwebheya ʉNshoolanyo  ɨnza she  << alongaga nayooli (P1.IPFV)  
friends Nshoolanyo  like how  he.was.talking truly  

13e   --- ayeejile (ANT)  ʉmʉshɨ    
he.has.taken  wife  

13f   --- akʉlama (PRG)  maabhantʉ mwe]  
she.shines  friends you(pl)  

14a   [--- Ɨnge weenya (PFV) ] 
if you(sg).have.seen 

14b [14a]  na miiso  gakʉbhobha (PRG)  
and eyes they.hurt 

15 mʉshɨ waakwe   ɨtaawa  áamɨle wʉ (P2)  Nkʉganwa    
wife his  name  it.was it.is  Nkuganwa  

16a We muntu we   ɨlyantanda nyeene lɨkhalɨnga (P2.NAR)   
you(sg) person you(sg) woman (emph.)  she.tried  

16b   --- 
 

lɨkʉvwalanganya (PRG) pa khakhaaya khaala  
(D:Dist)  

 she.stirs.up at town that 
16c   akhasuuto  khakhatukukhaga (P2.IPFV)  

dust  it.was.kicking.up 
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 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

17a Fwanɨ   --- ayeejile (ANT)  ɨlyantanda [17b]   
gosh  he.has.married  woman  

17b  [lye  --- --- nzɨɨla bhʉʉlo]   
who  nothing just 

18a  Pa miiso --- akhalamaga (P2.IPFV)  
at eyes  she.was.shining  

18b [anheele leelo ɨzya kʉ mwoyo  zye  << lyálɨ (P2)   na zyope] (Pro:Add)  
except but of at heart  which  she.was  with and.they  

18c fwanɨ   [18b] ---  masusu lɨkooko  
gosh  bird.droppings rubbish 

19a Weeya ɨlyantanda nyeene fwanɨ << --- lyibha iwinza lɨpoopo  
friends woman (emph.) gosh  thief again worthless  

19b   --- lɨtakʉkhaana (PRG)  ɨnge abhasakhaala  
she.does.not.refuse  like men  

19c   --- lɨkwɨtɨkha bhʉʉlo (PRG)  
she.agrees just  

20 Ɨweene uwuyanzi kulumanya uwulozi ɨlenga ʉwʉkhata peeka nu wiimi  zye zyámɨle  
(P2)  

mbombo zyakwe   

even provocation to.incite witchcraft lies laziness together with meanness  they.are  
they.were  

work her 

21a  Pe  abhantʉ  bhakhakhoolela (P2.NAR)  
then  people  they.made.noise 

21b   --- bhakhatɨ (P2.NAR)  [21c–22c]  
they.said  

21c [Nshoolanyo ɨlyantanda  lye  << atʉleteeye (ANT)  
Nshoolanyo wife  which   he.has.brought.to.us  

21d   --- twapootwa (PFV)  
we.have.been.defeated  

22a Tʉmʉbhɨlɨshɨle (SUBJ)  ʉNshoolanyo peeka nɨ shɨ lyakwe  
we.should.call  Nshoolanyo together with wife his  
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 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

22b   --- tʉmʉbhʉʉzye (SUBJ)  
we.should.tell.him  

22c   --- abhɨnje (SUBJ)  lyenelyo (Pro:
Obj)  

pakhaaya ɨpa] (D:Prox)  

he.should.expel  her home here 
23a Bhakhamʉbhɨlɨshɨla (P2.NAR)  ʉNshoolanyo nɨ shɨ lyakwe  

they.called.him  Nshoolanyo and wife his  
23b   --- bhakhatɨ (P2.NAR)  [23c–24]  

they.said  
23c [We Nshoolanyo   --- ʉyɨkhaaye bhʉlɨbhʉlɨ (ANT)  nɨ shɨ liniili (D:Re.Prox)  

we Nshoolanyo  you(sg).have.lived how  with woman this 
24   >> ---  Lya kwoshi  liniili]  

(D:Re.Prox)  
of where  this 

25a   Nshoolanyo  akhatɨ (P2.NAR)  [25b–25e]  
Nshoolanyo  he.said  

25b [Mwebheya   --- injimbile wujimba (ANT)  nɨ lyantanda ili  
friends  I.have.been.patient patient with woman this 

25c   nɨɨne (Pro:Add)  naalita (PFV)   nalyo   
and.I  I.tired of.her 

25d  ɨleelo  --- inkuyibhuna (PRG)    
but  I.desire  

25e pa miiso she  --- lɨkʉlama] (PRG)    
at eyes how  she.shines  

26a   Nshoolanyo  akhonjeelezya akhatɨ (P2.NAR)  [26b–28]  
Nshoolanyo  he.added he.said 

26b  [Jibha  --- lyomo lɨsogolaje ishi (SUBJ.IPFV)  
perhaps  she.should.leave she.should.be.leaving now  

26c  pe  --- ɨntɨbhʉlɨ (SUBJ)  
then  I.should.do.what  
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 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

27   --- Lyajinia (PFV)  
she.has.been.too.much  

28  Kwomo  --- imfuute] (SUBJ)     
better  I.should.rest  

29a   Abhantʉ  bhakhamʉbhʉʉzya (P2.NAR)   
people  they.told.him  

29b   --- bhakhatɨ (P2.NAR) [29c–29g]  
they.said 

29c [khatʉsekhaga (P2.IPFV)  ɨtwe (Pro)   
you(sg).were.laughing.at.us  us 

29d  we  --- tʉkwega (PRG)     
when  we.take 

29e ishi  pe  --- weega (PFV)  
now  then  you(sg).have.taken  

29f  leelo  --- wakeeta ʉmwoto (PFV)  
but  you.have.seen fire  

29g   --- ʉkhapwanɨle] (SUBJ.ITV)  
you(sg).should.not.repeat  

30a   Nshoolanyo  akhatɨ (P2.NAR)  [30b–32b]  
Nshoolanyo  he.said  

30b [Fwanɨ   ʉmʉshɨ  te (PRES)   papa miiso khaala  
gosh  wife  she.is.not at eyes at.all 

30c  yooli  ɨnjendo zyakwe nɨ mbombo  
zyakwe ɨzya mʉ mwoyo  

---  ɨnge nyinza   

except  actions her and work  
her of in heart  

if good  

30d   ʉyo (D:Ref)  we (PRES)  mwantanda    
  that  she.is  woman  

31a  Poope  --- abhe (SUBJ)  mwilu tika    
even  she.should.be black very 
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  Pre-nuclear  Nucleus  Post-nuclear  

 Pre-NO  Pre-NI  S Verb  O/C Post-NI Post-NO 

31b   --- abhe (SUBJ)   ni lyiso lyeka  
she.should.be  with eye one 

31c  poope  --- abhe (SUBJ)   ni nshende  
mansɨ  

 

even  she.should.be with gap 
though 

32a  Ɨleelo  ɨnjendo zyakwe  ---  ɨnge nyinza   
but  actions her if good  

32b   ʉyo (D:Ref)  we (PRES)  mʉshɨ]    
  that she.is wife 

33a   Akhapango ɨkha  khakʉtʉmanyɨzya (PRG)  kʉtɨ  
story this  it.teaches.us  that  

33b weeya  ʉtakhaaseshe (SUBJ.ITV)  ʉmʉshɨ wa wamwinyu  
awe ʉmʉlʉme wa wamwinyu 

friend  you(sg).should.not.go.and.laugh  wife of your(pl).companion  
or husband of your(pl).companion  

33c  ɨnza  --- ʉkwaga (PRG)  ʉwaakho   
if  you(sg).meet  yours(sg) 

33d fwanɨ   --- we (PRES)  nzɨɨla   
gosh   she.is nothing 

 

Free translation 
1 There was a certain person, he was very proud. 
2 They called him Nshoolanyo. 
3 He was a bachelor and he had the habit of insulting the wives his companions had taken. 
4 One day Nkwenya took a wife. 
5 That girl was Nkupaapa’s child. 
6 Nshoolanyo heard that Nkwenya has taken a wife, Nkupaapa’s child. 
7 He laughed a lot until he was rolling on the floor and said, “But, friends, Nkwenya and his lot, they have been unable to get girls to marry until 

he went to take Nkwitikha and just her lot.” 
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8 Nshoolanyo said, “Nkwitikha and her lot are who we call bad girls in this country. 
9 If a person were to put a hyena and this girl Nkwitikha together, it would be better if I took the hyena, even though it is a wild animal.” 
10 Nshoolanyo was one whose habit it was to insult and bad-mouth where his companions married, and where the girls married. 
11 One day he said, “If I take a wife, I will take a girl, who if I passed by people with her, they would stay put, their eyes would hurt and the 

hairs on their heads would fall out.” 
12 Friend, Nshoolanyo truly brought surprise to their town and all the people. 
13 He took a wife who shone like the sun and people said, “Friends, Nshoolanyo, how he was telling the truth, he has taken a wife and she 

shines, you, friends.” 
14 If you had seen her, your eyes would hurt. 
15 His wife’s name was Nkunganwa. 
16 You, the woman herself tried stirring things in that little town and kicking up the dust.  
17 But gosh, he has married a woman who is just nothing. 
18 Her face was lovely, but the things she had in her heart were like bird droppings, rubbish. 
19 Friends, this woman, gosh, she is a thief, what’s more she’s worthless, she doesn’t refuse men and just agrees. 
20 Her habit was to provoke witchcraft, lies, laziness and meanness. 
21 Then people made a fuss and said, “Nshoolanyo, the wife he has brought us, we’ve been defeated. 
22 We should call Nshoolanyo together with his wife and tell them that he should send her home.” 
23 They called Nshoolanyo and his wife and said, “Nshoolanyo, how have you lived with this woman?  
24 Where is this one from?” 
25 Nshoolanyo said, “Friends, I have been patient and then some with this woman, and I also have tired of her, but I desire her lovely face.” 
26 Nshoolanyo added, saying, “Perhaps she should just be leaving now, then what should I do?  
27 She’s too much for me. 
28 It’s better that I should rest.” 
29 People told him, saying, “You were laughing at us when we married, now you have married, but you’ve been burned, you should not do it 

again.” 
30 Nshoolanyo said, “Gosh, a wife is not just a pretty face, rather if her deeds and work and the things of her heart are good, that one is a 

woman. 
31 Even if she should be very black, if she should have one eye, even if she should have a gap in her teeth.  
32 But if her actions are good, that one is indeed a wife.” 
33 This story teaches us that, friend, you shouldn’t laugh at your friend’s wife or husband, in case you find yours is nothing. 
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